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EDI CON USA is first industry event in the USA to bring together RF, microwave,
EMC/EMI, and high-speed digital design engineers and system integrators for
networking, product demonstrations, training, and learning opportunities. Got a
design challenge? Bring it to EDI CON USA and ask your peers and industry experts
about it. This conference guide includes the full abstracts for the technical program
(conference pass required) as well as the plenary keynote and the speed-trainings in
the Frequency Matters Theater (EXPO or conference pass).

Event at A Glance

Monday, September 11
Registration: 8:00 am-5:00pm
Short Courses: 9:30- 12:30pm
Networking Luncheon: 12:30-1:30pm
Short Courses: 1:30-4:30 pm
Welcome Reception: 4:30-5:30 pm

Tuesday, September 12
Registration: 8:00 am-7:00pm
Technical Sessions: 9:00-10:15am
Plenary Keynote: 10:30am-12:00pm
Exhibits: 12:00pm-7:00pm
Frequency Matters Theater Sessions: 12:45-5:00pm
Technical Sessions: 1:00pm-2:50pm
European Radar Summit: 1:00-4:50pm
High-Speed Digital Symposium: 1:00-4:50pm
Panel: The State of the Self-Driving Car: 3:20-4:50pm
Workshops: 3:20-4:50pm
Welcome Reception (all pass holders): 5:00-7:00pm
Wednesday, September 13
Registration: 8:00 am-5:00pm
Technical Sessions: 9:00-11:30am
Exhibits: 9:00am-5:00pm
Frequency Matters Theater Sessions: 10:20am-5:00pm
Workshops: 1:00-4:00pm
Outstanding Papers Awards: 4:30-5:00pm

Register at: http://www.ediconusa.com
•

100+ exhibitors and sponsors in the EXPO (Sept. 12-13)
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Monday, September 11, 2017 • 9:30 - 12:30
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 107
Streamline Flexible System Designs with RF Data Converters
Del Jones & Michele Viani, Analog Devices, Inc.
The latest RF ADC and DAC products are highly integrated and versatile components that support a
large variety of applications and system designs with their digital signal processing feature sets. This
short course will explore a variety of different applications and system requirements that RF GSPS
converters can support with their integrated digital functions to ease the system design complexities.
It will cover examples of various radio architectures and communication systems including Point-toPoint and E-band communication systems, IF/RF transmit and receiver designs for multiband radios
and observation (DPD) paths, as well as radar and instrumentation applications.
• Topic 1: System Level RF Signal Chain: This topic will look first at the system level RF signal
chain and how RF converters are simplifying these system architectures in various
application spaces.
• Topic 2: Utilizing the Full Potential of the Converter (RF DAC and RF ADC DSP Details):This
topic will give more specific examples and system use cases for the DSP features of RF
converters. The first part will focus on the DAC DSP features such as the use of channelizers
and NCO upconverter blocks for system frequency planning. The second part will focus on
the ADC DSP features such as the DDC downconverter blocks and frequency planning of a
receiver.
• Topic 3: Building the Right Communication System for the Application:This topic will
provide a closer look at the support circuitry around the RF converter and provide specific
examples for optimizing the design of the power distribution network, clock distribution,
and analog front-end amplifier/filtering designs.
Michele Viani, Applications Engineer, has worked in the High Speed Converter Group at Analog Devices
for 8 years. Michele has worked as both a Product Engineer and Applications Engineer, responsible for
evaluating high speed digital-to-analog converter products and providing technical support to
customers in solving implementation issues. Michele holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from Tufts
University.
Del Jones is an Applications Engineer for the High Speed Converters team at Analog Devices, Inc.
(Greensboro, NC). He has worked for the company since 2000 and has over 30 years of experience in
electronics. He has held a number of positions in varying industries, including FPGA and board design in
Telecommunications and providing applications support for a variety of ADC and high-speed interface
applications in the semiconductor industry. Del earned his Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering
from the University of Texas at Dallas.
Power Integrity
Room: Room 108
Practical Board Level Power Integrity Measurement and Design Principles (sponsored by
Teledyne LeCroy)
Eric Bogatin, Teledyne LeCroy Signal Integrity Academy
The ideal power rail produces a stable DC voltage with no voltage noise and zero output impedance. Enter the real world. How non-ideal is your power rail? Even the process of measuring its voltage can affect what you measure. How much noise is there under load conditions and
what elements in your product are affected by the voltage noise? What is the output impedance and
what can be done at the board level to improve the performance of the power distribution network,
for which the voltage regulator is part? In this short course we will illustrate some of the best design
and measurements practices for probing the voltage rails on a board, interpreting the measurements
which characterize the VRM and its impact on board components, and what we can do at the board
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level to improve performance. This workshop will illumi- nate the principles, tips and tricks for more
productive power rail measurements and troubleshooting.
Eric Bogatin is currently the Dean of the Teledyne LeCroy Signal Integrity Academy,
at www.beTheSignal.com. Additionally, he is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Colorado Boulder in the ECEE dept, and editor of the Signal Integrity Journal. Bogatin received his BS in physics
from MIT and MS and PhD in physics from the University of Arizona in Tucson. He has held senior
engineering and management positions at Bell Labs, Raychem, Sun Microsystems, Ansoft and
Interconnect Devices. He has written six technical books in the field and presented classes and lectures
on signal integrity worldwide.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 109
Healing Achilles heel of HW Engineers: Practical High-Speed Mixed-Signal Design Transferring Board Design into PCB Design Right the First Time
Shalom Shlomi Zigdon, Board Design for SI/PI EMC College
The final system performance and reliability is a result of the design of the printed circuit board
[PCB]. It makes the PCB Design for Signal Integrity & EMC to be as important as the circuit [Board]
design. As the board designer has the full responsibility for the PCB Design, it is important to get it
right the first time.
This short but intensive course provides practical guidelines and suggestions for digital/analog/RF
mixed-signal printed-circuit board (PCB) design and layout. It will help the designer to find the
"Eutectic Point" of he mixed signals, by considering the cost/performance trade off for each
parameter, effecting the performance, reliability and cost of the design. Topics includes distributed
circuits and lossless transmission lines, non-ideal transmission line effects, crosstalk mitigation,
differential pairs and RF circuit. Selection and design of the right stack-up to ensure EMC, signal &
power Integrity, Component placement of signal transmitter and receiver circuits, ADC, DAC, analog
& RF components, Impedance controlled design of traces, routing of high-speed serial signals,
minimizing crosstalk between the signal channels and board level filtering and decoupling.
Shalom-Shlomi Zigdon is Chairman of the IEEE EMC&SIPI Israel 2014-2017 -Board Design for
SI/PI/EMC Conference as well as CEO & owner of iTech iCollege Israel. He is a lecturer and consultant
for high-speed board design and mixed signals PCB layout design, as well as a certified C.I.D trainer for
PCB Design. He is a committee member of the following IPC standards committees: IPC-2251 High Speed
Board Design; IPC-2221 PCB Design; IPC-2226 HDI [High Density Interconnection] PCB Design.
Formerly, he served as CEO and VP of Medical Simulator, a hardware engineer at IAI, and a technologist
for PCB & MCM at Elbit System.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 110
Practical Antenna Design for Wireless Products
Henry Lau, Lexiwave Technology, Inc.
To stay competitive in today’s fast evolving business environment, short time-to-market is a must for
any wireless product developments. Playing a critical role in determining the communication range
of products, RF design, particularly the antenna design, becomes crucial to the success of the
introduction of new wireless products. Competence in advanced antenna designs can definitely
strengthen the competitive edge of wireless product design or manufacturing companies. This short
course covers the fundamental antenna concepts and definitions, specifications and performance of
different types of commonly-used and advanced antennas in wireless products. It aims to provide
participants with technical insights on the vital aspects of antenna design from a practical and
industrial perspective. Simulation tools will be introduced and discussed. Practical implementation
strategies for optimum antenna performance in wireless products will also be presented.
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Henry Lau received his M.Sc. and MBA degrees from UK and USA respectively. He has more than 26
years of experience in designing RF systems, products and RFICs in both Hong Kong and US. He worked
for Motorola and Conexant in US as Principal Engineer on developing RFICs for cellular phone and
silicon tuner applications. Mr Lau holds five patents all in RF designs. He is currently running Lexiwave
Technology, a wireless and IOT solutions company in Hong Kong and US designing and selling RFICs, RF
modules and RF solutions. He has also been teaching numerous RF-related courses internationally.

Monday, September 11, 2017 • 1:30 - 4:30
Low-Power RF & IoT Design
Room: Room 107
RF & Bench Essentials for IoT Device Debugging (sponsored by Rohde & Schwarz)
Gregory Bonaguide, Rohde & Schwarz
Wireless and RF technology has rapidly entered many traditionally digital products. IoT is
everywhere and now engineers need to utilize a lab bench that includes both RF and time domain
instruments. This workshop will train attendees in some key concepts of test and measurement as
well as the basics of board bring-up and debug. Attendees will learn how to debug IoT devices using
instruments including spectrum analyzers, VNAs, oscilloscopes and modern power supplies. The day
starts with some expert lead instruction and then focuses on hands-on-labs where attendees will
bring-up, measure and debug a Bluetooth Low Energy development system.
Topics include:
• Introduction to IoT and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) with T&M Fundamentals
• Introduction to the device under test (DUT).
• Functionality and high level schematics of the BLE development system, including the
measurement and debug task at hand
• Introduction to basic measurement fundamentals.
• How to setup and apply measurements with spectrum analyzer, oscilloscopes, VNA’s and
power supplies to the DUT.
• Initial board-bring-up, power rail and current draw measurements.
• Total and individual channel bandwidth measurements
• Signal integrity measurements including cable loss and distance to fault measurements
• Bus decoding and serial data measurements, including data analysis across different areas of
the DUT and across the time and frequency domain.
Greg Bonaguide is a Senior Product Line Engineer for Rohde & Schwarz, specializing in Spectrum
Analyzers and Vector Network Analyzers. He has worked in the RF & Microwave field since 1982 in
roles involving Design, Systems Engineering, and Test & Measurement. His experience includes stints
with both Commercial and Aerospace/Defense companies such as the American Radio Relay League,
Cubic Corporation, E-Systems, GTE Spacenet, Raytheon, and Philips Semiconductors. He holds Masters
Degrees in both Electrical Engineering and Engineering Management from the University of South
Florida, and has published in journals such as QST, the ARRL Handbook, Microwaves & RF, Test &
Measurement World, and Evaluation Engineering. He has also authored and delivered several
presentations at past IEEE-MTT shows. He served on the 2016 EDI CON Technical Advisory Committee,
was co-chairman for the 2014 International Microwave Symposium (IMS) Microwave Application
Seminars, and served as Chairman of the IEEE Florida West Coast Section MTT/AP/ED Societies (19992000).
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 108
Five Steps to Engineer Transparent Vias in High-Speed Circuit Boards (sponsored by Mentor
Graphics, A Siemens Company)
Eric Bogatin, Teledyne LeCroy Signal Integrity Academy & Chuck Ferry, Mentor Graphics
Vias are a necessary part of all high density designs. If attention is not paid to their design, they can
also be the biggest source of problems in high speed designs. In this three hour tutorial we will
identify the five most important design guidelines to follow to engineer transparent vias, so they do
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not contribute to reflection noise or channel to channel cross talk. We will introduce the best design
practices for both single-ended and differential vias.
Eric Bogatin is currently the Dean of the Teledyne LeCroy Signal Integrity Academy,
at www.beTheSignal.com. Additionally, he is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Colorado Boulder in the ECEE dept, and editor of the Signal Integrity Journal. Bogatin received his BS in physics
from MIT and MS and PhD in physics from the University of Arizona in Tucson. He has held senior
engineering and management positions at Bell Labs, Raychem, Sun Microsystems, Ansoft and
Interconnect Devices. He has written six technical books in the field and presented classes and lectures
on signal integrity worldwide.
Chuck Ferry manages a product engineering group at Mentor a Siemens Business focused on
architecting system level signal and power integrity analysis solutions. He has spent the last 20 years
tackling a broad range of high speed digital design challenges spanning from system level mother board
design to multi-gigabit channel analysis incorporating detailed characterizations of the IC, packages,
connectors and multiple boards. Chuck graduated Magna cum laude from the University of Alabama
with a B.S.E in electrical engineering and continued graduate course work in the areas of signal
processing and hardware description languages.
Power Integrity
Room: Room 109
Power Integrity 101
Steve Sandler, Picotest
Power Integrity (PI) is essential tool for ensuring proper performance of high-speed circuits as well
as sensitive circuits, such as clocks, transceivers, ADCs and LNAs. Unfortunately, the assessment is
complex and for those just getting started, it can seem overwhelming. This tutorial addresses power
integrity right from the very beginning with no prior knowledge or experience required. If you are
just getting started in PI, just curious or want to learn how power integrity intersects with signal
integrity this session is for you.
You’ll learn about these topics and more:
• What is PI and how does it impact me
• PI isn’t just about high speed or high power
• Decoupling isn’t arbitrary
• Why excellent transient response can be a very bad thing
• Simulating PI end-to-end
Steve Sandler has been involved with power system engineering for nearly 40 years. Steve is the founder
of PICOTEST.com, a company specializing in power integrity solutions including measurement
products, services and training. He frequently lectures and leads workshops internationally on the topics
of power, PDN and distributed systems and is a Keysight certified expert for EDA software.He frequently
writes articles and books related to power supply and PDN performance and his latest book, Power
Integrity: Measuring, Optimizing and Troubleshooting Power-Related Parameters in Electronics
Systems was published by McGraw-Hill in 2014.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Radar, Phased-Arrays, Metamaterials and MIMO – Basics, Advances And Breakthroughs
Eli Brookner
The tutorial will be geared to those unfamiliar and experienced with phased arrays. First, we will do
a short tutorial on array basics: Phase and time delay scanning, thinned arrays, array elements,
mutual coupling, array errors, frequency scanning. Followed by latest developments and future
trends in: GaN power amplifiers, MMIC and Extreme MMIC microwave circuit integration, AESA and
T/R module cost reduction, silicon RF performance to >100 GHz, potentials for Moore’s law
continuation, electro-optic integration, digital beamforming (DBF), new materials: metamaterial (for
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low cost ESAs, stealthing), graphene (for THz clock speed) and carbon nanotubes, and new MIMO
phased arrays.
Dr. Eli Brookner is renowned for his contributions to radar technology. He retired from Raytheon as
Principal Engineering Fellow in 2014 after a long and distinguished career spanning more than 50
years. He has contributed to radars for air traffic control, defense, space and navigation – virtually every
major defense radar program. Eli has been recognized with numerous awards and honors, including
Fellow of the IEEE, AIAA, and MSS; the 2006 IEEE Dennis J. Picard Medal for Radar Technology and
Application; and the 2003 IEEE Warren White Award. He has written numerous papers and articles and
four books on radar systems, phased arrays and tracking. Eli received his bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering from the City College of New York and his master’s and Dr.Sc. from Columbia University.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 9:00 - 9:30
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Making Advanced Jitter Measurements with Oscilloscope
Alan Gosselin, Keysight Technologies
To characterize high-speed serial buses, jitter measurements are key to determine the quality of the
signal being transmitted and provide a quick view of the bit error ratio (BER) that the links support.
The measurement of jitter is a sophisticated process taking into account receiver clock recovery,
knowledge of phase locked loops (PLLs), jitter decomposition techniques, effects of crosstalk and
waveform statistics in order to produce a fairly accurate jitter decomposition model for the real
world designs. With the adoption of Pulse Amplitude Modulation - Four (PAM-4) format that doubles
the effective bit rate from the Non Return Zero (NRZ) format, the jitter analysis is going to be more
critical, and at the same time more challenging. This paper will review the details and considerations
for making advanced jitter measurements to increase your confidence level in your jitter separation
results.
Al Gosselin is a Senior Field Applications Engineer and is responsible for supporting Keysight's Logic
Analysis, Protocol Analysis, and Oscilloscope tools for Digital and Pulsed RF applications. Al has worked
for HP, Agilent, and Keysight for 36 years supporting a variety of products, including Emulators, Design
SW, and Communications Test Equipment, in addition to the current set of products. He has been
focused on helping engineers make valid analog and digital measurements. Al has a Bachelor of Science
in Engineering, in Computer Science for the University of Connecticut.
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 108
Transient Load Tester for Time Domain PDN Validation
Ethan Koether & Istvan Novak, Oracle Corporation
Target impedance analysis is currently the leading systematic PDN design methodology in practice.
For some time now, however, power integrity engineers have been craving a systematic PDN design
methodology based on time domain analysis. The target impedance concept is based on frequency
domain analysis techniques and assumes a linear PDN and a flat impedance profile. A transient load
tester (TLT) has been developed for time domain validation of a PDN design, which allows for a more
thorough analysis than the target impedance concept because a transient behavior analysis does not
have to make the same linearity and flat profile assumptions.
The TLT tool allows for a more thorough PDN design methodology than previous methodologies.
The power engineer testing the DUT can drop the linearity and flat profile assumptions that are
necessary for the target impedance design methodology and the traditional LTI stability analysis
tools, while still thoroughly capturing the behavior of the DUT in order to ensure the DUT’s operation
is safe and reliable. Ultimately, because of this, the TLT tool allows for the implementation of more
advanced technologies that were previously limited where past design strategies could not be used
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to guarantee appropriate power delivery and support. The paper will overview the circuit
schematics, the layout and board requirements and will conclude with test results.
Ethan Koether is a Hardware Engineer at Oracle Corporation. He is currently focusing on system
power-distribution network design, measurement, and analysis. He received his master's degree in
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Istvan Novak is a Senior Principle Engineer at Oracle. Besides signal integrity design of high-speed serial
and parallel buses, he is engaged in the design and characterization of power-distribution networks and
packages for mid-range servers. He creates simulation models, and develops measurement techniques
for power distribution. Istvan has twenty plus years of experience with high-speed digital, RF, and
analog circuit and system design. He is a Fellow of IEEE for his contributions to signal-integrity and RF
measurement and simulation methodologies.
Broadband Networks
Room: Room 109
Challenges and Benefits of Implementing UWB Digital Pre-Distortion (DPD) in Cable
Distribution Systems
Patrick Pratt & Frank Kearney, Analog Devices
The first cable systems in the US started to appear in the early 1950s. Even with the rapid changes in
technology and distribution methods, cable has maintained a prominent position as a conduit for the
distribution of data. New technologies have ‘layered’ themselves on the existing cable network. This
article focuses on one aspect of that evolution: power amplifier (PA) digital pre-distortion (DPD). It’s
a term that many involved in cellular system networks will be familiar with. Transitioning the
technology to cable brings substantial benefits in terms of power efficiency and performance. With
these benefits come substantial challenges; this article does a deep dive into some of these challenges
and provides an overview as to how they may be solved.
Patrick Pratt is a senior research scientist heading up the Analog devices Cable DPD algorithm
development. His career spans over thirty years and encompasses algorithm research and development
activity, both in private organizations and academic institutions. Patrick holds a PhD in Electronic
Engineering from Cork Institute of Technology.
Frank Kearney works as Algorithm Development Manager in the Communication Systems Engineering
team at Analog Devices Limerick. He has worked at ADI since graduation in 1988. He recently returned
from China where he held the position of Snr. Applications manager for the systems engineering team in
Asia Pacific. He is currently a doctorate candidate at University College Dublin.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 110
Practical RF PCB Design
Henry Lau, Lexiwave Technology, Inc.
One of the most demanding consumer products in the market is the wireless telecommunication
product. A well-designed Radio Frequency Printed Circuit Board (RF PCB) contributes significantly to
the success of any wireless product as the layout of the PCB plays a crucial role on determining the
performance, stability and reliability of the product. In today’s highly competitive wireless products'
market, there is a strong demand for RF professionals who possess the knowledge and experience to
design top-performing RF PCBs in less number of iterations to compress the development time.
This workshop offers technical insights on the critical aspects of RF PCB design from a practical,
industrial perspective. Participants will be led through a systematic, theoretical presentation with
case studies on commercial products in the workshop. It is suitable for RF professionals who want to
keep up-to-date their skills and knowledge in RF PCB design and stay competitive.
Henry Lau received his M.Sc. and MBA degrees from the UK and USA respectively. He has more than 22
years of experience in designing RF systems, products and RFICs in both Hong Kong and the US. He
worked for Motorola and Conexant in the US as Principal Engineer on developing RFICs for cellular
phone and silicon tuner applications. Mr. Lau holds five patents in RF designs. He is currently running
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Lexiwave Technology, a fabless semiconductor company in Hong Kong and the US designing and selling
RFICs, RF modules and RF solutions. He has also been teaching numerous RF-related courses
internationally.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 111
Overcoming Assembly Challenges with Bottom Termination Components
Brook Sandy-Smith, Indium
Bottom termination components (BTCs) have become one of the most common packages with the
highest growth rate. Typical assemblies now have many of these components, often with varying
types of BTCs on one assembly. What can be done when one or more BTCs start to show increased
variation within the same process? Investigations have been conducted to find materials that offer
the lowest voiding in large ground plane solder joints. In addition, process modifications have
continually been proposed to help alleviate voiding in BTC components. These include but are not
limited to: pad design, pad patterning, stencil design, via positioning, solid solder addition, and
reflow profile optimization.
Furthermore, improved pad design strategies have been proven in the industry. IPC committees are
updating recommendations for design and implementation of BTCs, including major changes to IPC7093. This presentation will discuss these changes and how these strategies can be used to minimize
voiding and ensure robust BTC assemblies.
Brook Sandy-Smith is a Technical Support Engineer at Indium Corporation, specializing in printed
circuit board assembly materials, particularly solder paste. She conducts application testing and
qualifications for new product introductions. Sandy-Smith earned degrees in chemical engineering
(with a focus on materials) and German language from the University of Rhode Island. She previously
worked in R&D, developing conductive adhesives for die- and strap-attach, as well as conductive inks for
RFID applications. Her areas of expertise include analytical testing of conductive materials, applications
such as screen-printing and jet dispensing (jetting), as well as scale-up and pre-production of
developmental materials.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 9:45 - 10:15
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Demystifying Phase Coherent Signal Generation
Mathieu Caillet, Rohde & Schwarz
Phase coherent RF and microwave signals are required in many applications like massive MIMO,
beamforming, radar, etc. In particular, phase stability between the signals is critical. Generating such
signals in a reliable and repeatable manner has long been a challenge. This comes from 2 mains
aspects: the different basebands and RF channels need to be very well coupled to guarantee the best
accuracy, and the RF channels have to be aligned in phase and time. As if things weren't difficult
enough, frequency and amplitude ranges are usually fairly wide in radar systems. This adds another
layer of complexity to the generation of phase coherent signals.
Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) signal generators present a compact and easy-to-use solution for generating
phase coherent signals. High phase stability is typically achieved using a common synthesizer signal
(local oscillator) for all signal generators in a test system. The generators’ phase coherence option
enables LO coupling of multiple instruments by distributing the synthesizer signal of one instrument
to the others. R&S vector signal generators allow to control the phase offset between signals in the
baseband, and they offer a lot of flexibility when it comes to generating phase coherent signals thanks
to their unique architecture. Configurations with up to 8 time synchronized basebands and 2 RF
channels in one unit can be achieved. The R&S solution is therefore flexible and scalable. In addition,
it is easy to setup multiple RF channels. Finally, the R&S Pulse Sequencer software simplifies the
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calibration and generation processes to align the channels and take into account the radiation
pattern and antenna scans involved in radar scenarios.
In this paper, a configuration for wideband phase coherent signal generation is presented and the
key component of the architecture are highlighted. The performance and stability over time are
shown at different frequencies up to 40 GHz. Furthermore, the options for phase and time alignment
are reviewed, and an easy procedure is proposed using a network analyzer. To conclude, the factors
that influence the long term stability of these signals are discussed.
Mathieu Caillet received the Engineering and M.S. degrees in signal processing and telecommunications
from the University of Rennes1, France, and the Ph.D. degree from the Rennes Institute of Electronics
and Telecommunications, France. Caillet held various positions, including research Assistant in the
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department of the Royal Military College of Canada in Kingston,
Ontario. His research included new concepts of compact antennas and circuits, and the analysis and
development of a computation module for a phased array antenna simulation tool. As an application
engineer with Rohde and Schwarz supporting customers developing leading edge technologies, his focus
is microwave and aerospace & defense applications. Caillet‘s expertise is in network analysis, signal
integrity, and wideband phase coherent signal generation.
Power Integrity
Room: Room 108
Correlation of Power Integrity to LPDDR4 and DDR4 Memory Activity
Alan Gosselin, Keysight Technologies
Power integrity issues cause signal integrity issues an are often the root cause when systems don’t
behave as expected. This paper covers new techniques to gain rapid insight into power integrity in
systems with high speed DDR4/LPDDR4 memory. Observe how to use cross-correlated
measurements of traffic on DDR/LPDDR buses and power integrity of the systems to understand
system issues faster. Examples from LPDDR4 and DDR4 systems will be used to illustrate correlation
of specific events and activity on the memory buses to power rail fluctuations.
Key Takeaways:
* Understand of common problem areas for LPDDR4 and DDR4
* Understand limitations of blocking capacitors
* Experience examples of correlation of system power integrity and signal flow in DDR/LPDDR
memory
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 109
How Complex Modulation, Zero IF, and Advanced Algorithms Enable Next Generation
Transceiver Radios
Frank Kearney, Analog Devices
There is an interesting association between complex modulation, zero IF and advanced algorithm
development. This objective of this article is firstly to establish the basic fundamentals of each, that is
the basic principles of operation, the value they deliver in terms of system design and lastly the interdependability of the three. RF engineering is often regarded as the ‘black art’ of electronics. It can be
a strange mix of mathematics, mechanics and in some instances just trial and error. It unsettles many
good engineers and many others settle for understanding the outcome rather than the detail. Much of
the existing literature jumps straight into the theoretical and mathematical explanation without
firstly establishing the underlying concepts. Within this article we have chosen to focus on providing
a step by step guide to complex modulation and zero IF. Our objective is to firstly clarify both concepts
and then provide more specific detail on the benefits and challenges of each.
Frank Kearney works as Algorithm Development Manager in the Communication Systems Engineering
team at Analog Devices Limerick. He has worked at ADI since graduation in 1988. He recently returned
from China where he held the position of Snr. Applications manager for the systems engineering team in
Asia Pacific. He is currently a doctorate candidate at University College Dublin.
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Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Rapid Prototyping of an 8x8 Butler Matrix Beamforming Network for Phased Array Antenna
Applications
Jiyoun Munn, COMSOL
5G, or the 5th generation mobile networks, is the proposed next generation of telecommunication
standards that will provide ultrafast communication. High-speed communication with an expanded
data rate requires higher frequencies that have the unfortunate complication of greater path loss.
Millimeter wave phased array antennas are a compelling option to support a wider bandwidth and
compensate for this higher path loss. This presentation demonstrates how designers can use efficient
numerical simulation for the easy virtual prototyping of microstrip phased array antennas.
The 8x8 Butler matrix is a cost-effective passive beamforming feed network for phased array
antenna applications because it does not use active devices such as mixers, switches, phase shifters,
and transceivers. However, the typical 8x8 Butler matrix designs that have been introduced require
deploying many air-bridges, vias, and bent cables that result in a complicated prototyping process. It
would be cumbersome to connect the output ports of the beamforming network to an 8x1 antenna
array where each element is evenly spaced for the optimal gain and sidelobe level, so extra cables
might have to be added, stretched, and bent. The simulation model size would also be too big for
performing conventional 3D electromagnetic (EM) simulations for rapid prototyping.
In this work, the frequency-domain transmission line equation in the COMSOL Multiphysics®
software is used to model an 8x8 Butler matrix at 30GHz very quickly without concerning the
computational cost. The proposed Butler matrix circuit design accounts for a single layer fabrication
without using any air-bridges or metalized vias by utilizing multiple ladder-shaped crossover
structures which can be turned into easy-to-fabricate planar microstrip lines and are ready to be
connected to an 8x1 antenna array. The simulation computes the arithmetic phase progression at
each output port of the beamforming network.
The Butler matrix is also coupled to a full-wave FEM simulation of an 8x1 patch antenna array on a
single-layer substrate. The results show the far-field radiation pattern generated by an 8x1 patch
antenna array when each input port of the Butler feeding network is excited. The 112.5-degree
arithmetic phase progression, controlled by the excitation port, steers the main lobe of the antenna
array from one end to the other end of the substrate.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 111
Reliability Without Hermeticity: Vapor Deposited Coatings for Environmental protection of
High-Frequency RF Micro-Electronics
Austin Nowak, GVD Corporation
Radio frequency (RF) micro-electronics are used everywhere in today’s technology, from the internet
of things to military radar systems. Many of these systems, such as military active electronically
scanned array (AESA) radar, read and analyze a high volume of RF signals and data using
sophisticated analog-to-digital conversation and high-power processors. However, as the RF
frequency utilized by these devices increases, it is challenging for these advanced RF systems to meet
size, weight, power and cost requirements set by consumer market or defense agency demand, what
the military calls “SWaP-C”, due to the need for packaging of the RF components and integrated
circuits (ICs) in to ensure long term reliability. Reliability & performance concerns traditionally
necessitate the environmental protection of these high-frequency RF devices at either the component
or the assembly level by hermetically sealing the device in a bulky, heavy expensive metal enclosure
to prevent degradation caused by hazards in device operating environments. Industry standard
conformal coatings are unusable due to the significant signal degradation which occurs if applied
directly over a high frequency RF circuit. There is a critical need for a coating alternative which is
compatible with high-frequency RF devices to provide a lower weight and lower volume
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environmental protection scheme with high reliability and negligible performance impact for RF
devices. This approach would allow RF device integration on SWaP-C effective PCBs and eliminate
the hermetically packaged chip-and-wire assemblies currently in use.
To address this need, new coatings have been developed that can be applied to both the bare device
and completed RF assemblies. These coatings are applied through a dry, room-temperature vapor
deposition process that gently encapsulates RF boards and/or components in a thin (~1 micron)
film. By using materials with the proper dielectric constant and by keeping the film thin, these
coatings have been demonstrated to have negligible impact on RF signal integrity when applied
directly to the surface of Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) operating in Ku, Ka, and
W bands, as validated by independent testing. Another important factor to consider is the coatings’
thermal stability, in order for these technologies to be compatible with hot-running semiconductor
technologies such as gallium nitride (GaN) components.
The deposition process simultaneously adsorbs molecules of monomer units on the surface of the
device and crosslinks those monomer units to grow a cohesive polymer film, resulting in molecularlevel conformal coverage of the surface. This molecular-level coverage ensures excellent adhesion to
the device, which is critical in providing protection from exposure to harsh operating environments.
The dense networked structure renders these polymer coatings resistant to dissolution or
delamination. Chemical compatibility has been demonstrated through long-term soak testing with a
variety of solvents and liquids, specifically in aerospace operating environments, such as acetone,
isopropyl alcohol, jet fuel, hydraulic fuel, and de-icing agents.
Coating properties (dielectric constant and thickness) become ever more important as the operating
frequency of the device being coated increases, since the immediate dielectric environment
surrounding the circuit creates a more significant impact. For instance, a RF device operating at C
band can accommodate a parylene coating with a low impact on signal performance; however, a Ka
band device operating at 40 GHz coated with parylene would see such a large performance shift to
render the device unusable. This performance impact due to conventional conformal coatings is
typically seen starting at X-band (8-12 GHz) and increases over higher RF frequencies, at which point
hermetic packaging is seen as the only high-reliability option for environmental protection. In RF
testing, these new coatings show negligible impact on s-parameters, gain, isolation, and return loss
from 0 to 20 GHz frequency; this low impact was observed before and after 8 days of environmental
exposure at 85°C/85% relative humidity (RH). This low performance impact when applied directly
over the RF circuit enables a chip, component, or assembly designer to consider high-reliability
environmental protection without the added weight, volume, and expense of hermetic packaging.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 10:30 - 12:00
5G Advanced Communications
Room: Room 302
5G Five Years From Now – How do we Get There?
Thomas Cameron, ADI
Hardly a day goes by without a news feed landing in my inbox delivering updates on 5G trials or
forecasts of 5G subscriber uptake. Most will agree that by 2022, there will be a thriving 5G
ecosystem in some regions of the world. But what will the 5G network look like? Will breakthroughs
in mmwave technology enable a whole new cellular infrastructure, or will we see a massive
deployment of massive MIMO in sub 6GHz spectrum? In many ways, the future of 5G relies on us the
RF engineering community to deliver the advanced technology of tomorrow.
Let’s take this journey into the future together. During this plenary presentation we’ll start by briefly
discussing the 5G industry goals and motivations. Then we’ll review the technologies that are in
development today enabling the early 5G radio designs and we’ll highlight some of the challenges
that lay ahead for the RF design community.
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Dr. Thomas Cameron is the CTO for the Communications Business Unit at Analog Devices. In this role he
contributes to industry leading innovation in integrated circuits for radio basestations and microwave
backhaul systems. He is currently working on the research and development of radio technology for 5G
systems in both cellular and microwave frequency bands. Prior to his current role at Analog Devices he
was Director of Systems Engineering for the Communications Business. Dr. Cameron has over 30 years
of experience in research and development of technology for telecom networks including cellular
basestations, microwave radios and cable systems. Prior to joining Analog Devices in 2006, he
contributed to the development of a broad range of RF systems and technologies over his career at Bell
Northern Research, Nortel, Sirenza Microdevices and WJ Communications. Dr. Cameron holds a Ph.D. in
Electrical Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Room: Room 302
Betting Your Job – Finding Your Voice and Being a Change Agent in a Corporate World
Scott McMorrow, SAMTEC, Inc.
As an external consultant for years, I could minutely impact the design development of my
customer’s products. As an engineer, I am a change agent, a problem solver and a trusted technical
adviser, both inside and outside the corporate environment. Every recommendation was an “I Bet My
Job” moment for me, and I treated them that way. My recommendations would often determine the
potential for electronic success or failure, where failure could have been catastrophic for the
companies I worked for as well as an actual liability and/or reputational injury for myself and my
company.
During my presentation, I will discuss how my philosophy has helped in the development of diverse
products where failure could place $100M to $1B+ at risk. Both horror stories and successes in the
electronics industry will be revealed.
Since moving from external consultant to a key engineering contributor within Samtec, I’ve learned
that I still “Bet My Job” on a day-to-day basis … and, in fact, every engineer does, every day. Whether
you know it or not, your decisions have ripple effects throughout the company you work for, as they
do throughout your personal life. Once you embrace an ethos of “I bet my job,” you become an
engineer that has integrity and can individually alter the course of a company at the least, and
potentially the world. With the rapid acceleration of electronics growth, some of this audience will be
truly involved in changing the world by betting their jobs.
Scott McMorrow is CTO for Signal Integrity Products at Samtec. As a consultant for years too numerous
to mention, Scott has helped numerous companies develop high performance products, while training
signal integrity engineers. Today he works for “the man,” where he continues being a problem solver, a
change agent and “betting his job” every day.
Room: Room 302
‘Delivering value’ everybody says it, but what does it mean – A look behind the Scenes of Test
& Measurement
Faride Akretch, Rohde & Schwarz
We have all heard it: "Delivering Value to our customers". As an engineer and customer, I have heard
that phrase all too often. Moreover, as a Marketing Manager I seem to say it on a regular basis. But
what does it really mean? What does it mean to you in your job? It's easy to get caught up in the daily
frenzy of deadlines, meetings and design hurdles that we forget about the importance of delivering
value.
In this plenary session, we will take a look behind the scenes of Rohde & Schwarz and explore what
value means to the different departments of the company. As a family owned company it is a concept
that starts with the family and continues through all levels. Be it in product definition, design,
development, manufacturing, sales, marketing or service – it is a company culture that affects
everything and everyone. We’ll explore specific examples where the concept of delivering value to
our customers and a long term vision have produced some extraordinary products and services.
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These examples could have easily disappeared back into a drawer if an all too common philosophy of
short-term-gains had been applied.
Faride Akretch is segment marketing manager for Rohde & Schwarz. In more than 20 years in the
industry he has held a variety of positions in Germany, Japan, and the United States, including
application engineer, product marketing and business and market development. He holds a master’s in
electrical engineering/electronics from the Technical University of Berlin.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 12:45 - 1:15
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Printed Electronics and Additive Packaging for RF/Microwave Applications
Craig Armiento, UMASS-Lowell
There is growing interest in adopting additive technologies for the production of RF/microwave
electronics. This interest is motivated by the need for rapid prototyping, lower cost and the ability to
develop solutions that are flexible, lightweight, conformable or wearable. In addition to use in DoD
systems (e.g., flexible radars) it’s expected that this technology will be applied to commercial
applications such as IoT and 5G telecommunication products.
This talk will describe research underway at the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML) that
includes design methodologies, materials development, printing technologies and characterization
techniques needed for additive manufacturing of RF/microwave electronics. The university
partnership with Raytheon (Raytheon-U Mass Lowell Research Institute) will be described as well as
a broader organization of corporate parnerships called the Printed Electronics Research
Collaborative (PERC). Ongoing research on printed varactors and phase shifters, made possible by a
proprietary ferroelectric ink developed at our center, will be described. Approaches to additive
microelectronic packaging and the potential for elimination of wirebonds will also be discussed. The
development of printed 2D and 3D antenna arrays will also be presented.
Craig Armiento is a Professor in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at the University
of Massachusetts Lowell. He is a founder and Co-Director of the Raytheon-UMass Lowell Research
Institute (RURI) and is the Director of the Printed Electronics Research Collaborative (PERC). He is also
the Director of the Center for Photonics, Electromagnetics and Nanoelectronics (CPEN). Prof. Armiento
served as ECE Department Chair from 2005-2011. His current research interests include printed RF
electronics and antennas, photonic devices, additive microelectronic packaging, Flex-Hybrid integration,
and RFIDs. Prior to coming to UMass Lowell in 2003, Prof. Armiento had over twenty years of industrial
R&D experience. He led research projects at GTE Laboratories (now Verizon) on projects including
Fiber-to-the-Home (now FiOS), optoelectronic hybrid integration, III-V device fabrication, photonic
packaging and GaAs ICs. He also was Director of Optical Networking at Lightchip Optical Networks Inc.
and was a researcher at MIT Lincoln laboratory. Prof. Armiento has over 100 publications and
presentations and 16 U.S. patents and earned his Ph.D. and two Masters degrees from MIT and his BSEE
from Manhattan College.
Alkim Akyurtlu received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from the Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, in
1994, and the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from The Pennsylvania State University
(Penn State), University Park, PA, in 1996 and 2001, respectively. In 2002, she joined the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering at University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML), Lowell, MA, where
she is a Full Professor, Deputy Director of Printed Electronics Research Collaborative (PERC), and CoDirector of the Center for Photonics, Electromagnetics and Nanoelectronics (CPEN). Her research
interests are in design and application of metamaterials and computational electromagnetics with
emphasis on modeling of electromagnetic wave interaction with metamaterials and complex media,
including chiral materials, antennas, and micro- and nano-scale devices. Her funding resources include
the Air Force, NSF, DARPA, ONR, and NASA. Prior to coming to UML, Dr. Akyurtlu worked at MIT Lincoln
Laboratory with the Systems and Analysis Group as a Technical Specialist conducting research on
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electromagnetic modeling and statistical analysis of radar systems. She was a Summer Faculty Fellow at
the Air Force Research Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, MA, in the summer of 2004 and at the
NASA Langley Research Center in the summer of 2003, where she received the Best Faculty Fellow Paper
Award. She was awarded the Outstanding Teaching Award in the Electrical Engineering Department for
the 2002-2003 and the 2010-2011 academic years at UML. Dr. Akyurtlu was an Academic Computing
Fellow at Penn State. She was a recipient of the Best Student Paper Award at the 2000 Applied
Computational Electromagnetics Society Symposium. Prof. Akyurtlu is a member of Tau Beta Pi, IEEE
Antennas and Propagation Societies, and has been an Editor for the IEEE Antennas and Transactions
Magazine. She is a Senior Member of IEEE.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 1:00 - 1:30
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Advanced Techniques for Spurious Search in RF and Microwave Devices
Laura Sanchez, Rohde & Schwarz
Spurious emission search is one of the most demanding measurement in the design, verification and
production of RF and microwave devices. In this paper we will review the basics of spurious
measurements with spectrum analyzers and how the measurement parameters can affect the system
performance in common applications. It will then describe traditional measurement methods and
introduce a new technique that provides a better usability and speed, especially when searching for
low level spurious signals.
Attendees will get a better understanding of the different techniques available for spurious search
with spectrum analyzers. Those who need to detect very low level spurs will learn how to take
advantage of a new technique which makes spurious search faster and easier to configure without
compromising the instruments sensitivity.
Laura Sanchez is Product Manager for signal and spectrum analyzers at Rohde & Schwarz in Munich
(Germany) since 2012. During her 17 years’ experience in the RF and telecommunications industry, she
has worked as an RF engineer, engineering team leader and product manager for major equipment
manufacturers and network operators in several European and Asian countries. She holds an
engineering degree in electronics, specialized in telecommunication systems, from the Polytechnic
University of Madrid (Spain) and has carried out her diploma thesis at the University of Applied Sciences
in Mannheim, Germany.
Power Integrity
Room: Room 108
Designing Power for Sensitive Circuits
Steve Sandler, Picotest
While power integrity is becoming more mainstream, the current focus is on PDN impedance related
to high speed circuits. A related topic that is worthy of, but receiving far less, attention is how to
design power for sensitive circuits, including LNAs, clocks and PLL circuits. While these circuits
consume low power, they are sensitive to even very low levels power rail noise. Engineers
frequently use ferrite beads to reduce the noise at the sensitive circuit and this often makes the noise
even worse. This paper will discuss the various noise paths that contribute to the degradation of the
sensitive circuit as well as how to optimize, measure and troubleshoot power supply related noise for
these applications.
Steve Sandler has been involved with power system engineering for nearly 40 years. Steve is the founder
of PICOTEST.com, a company specializing in power integrity solutions including measurement
products, services and training. He frequently lectures and leads workshops internationally on the topics
of power, PDN and distributed systems and is a Keysight certified expert fr EDA software.He frequently
writes articles and books related to power supply and PDN performance and his latest book, Power
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Integrity: Measuring, Optimizing and Troubleshooting Power-Related Parameters in Electronics
Systems was published by McGraw-Hill in 2014.
Low-Power RF & IoT Design
Room: Room 109
Practical Small Antenna Design for Wireless and IoT Products
Henry Lau, Lexiwave Technology, Inc.
Antenna performance plays a critical role in determining the communication range and quality of
service for wireless and IoT devices. As handheld devices are getting smaller but with an increasing
number of components for additional functions and features, small antenna design becomes crucial
to the success of new wireless or IoT products. Competence in small antenna design strengthens the
competitive edge of such products for their manufacturers.
This paper offers technical insights on the vital aspects of antenna design from an industrial and
practical perspective. It covers fundamental theory, concepts & definitions to the features,
specifications and performance of different types of commonly-used and advanced antennas found in
wireless products. Practical implementation strategies on overall product design for optimum small
antenna performance will also be presented.
Henry Lau received his M.Sc. and MBA degrees from the UK and USA respectively. He has more than 22
years of experience in designing RF systems, products and RFICs in both Hong Kong and the US. He
worked for Motorola and Conexant in the US as Principal Engineer on developing RFICs for cellular
phone and silicon tuner applications. Mr. Lau holds five patents in RF designs. He is currently running
Lexiwave Technology, a fabless semiconductor company in Hong Kong and the US designing and selling
RFICs, RF modules and RF solutions. He has also been teaching numerous RF-related courses
internationally.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 1:00 - 4:50
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Design Aspects for Dual-Polarized Phased Array Antennas with Low X-pol Contribution
Dennis Vollbracht, Selex-ES GmbH
Antenna engineers know about the challenge to design phased-array antennas with very low x-pol
contribution for the beam steering range. This paper gives an overview about the design aspects of
dual-polarized microstrip patch phased-array antennas with very low x-pol contribution. Starting
from a single radiator design, two 32-element-arrays are investigated in x-pol contribution during
phased-array operation with CST MWS and compact range measurements. In particular, the
performance parameters for phase-taper-optimized and differentially-feed antenna arrays are
highlighted. It will be shown, how the x-pol radiation will be generated and how the antenna
radiation pattern can be used to identify the dominating source of x-pol contribution of antenna
arrays.
In 2006, Dennis Vollbracht received the diploma degree (Dipl.-Ing. (FH)) in electrical engineering from
the University of Applied Sciences Münster, Germany. In the same year, he joined the weather radar
supplier Selex ES in Neuss, Germany and is currently working there as systems engineer and project
manager. From 2006 to 2008 he developed receiver upgrades for weather radars. From 2008- 2016 he
was the technical responsible for customers as the Germany Aerospace Center (DLR- Oberpfaffenhofen
POLDIRAD) and Meteo Swiss. Here he was acting as the head of the development of Antenna Mounted
Receiver Radars (AMR) and has delivered 5 dual-polarized AMR in the swiss alps up to 3000m above sea
level. Since 2016 he is responsible systems engineer for the renewal of the Canadian weather radar
network with up to 33 S-Band klystron radars. Furthermore, he leads the development of transportable
C-Band radar for the Indian customer IITM, which will be installed in 2017. His current radar research
interests are antenna mounted receivers, polarimetric radar calibration and dual-polarized phased
array radars. Since 2010 he is working in part time on his PhD under the supervisor of Prof. Dr. rer. nat.
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Madhukar Chandra from the University of Chemnitz. His dissertation focused on the design and
development of polarimetric antenna arrays for phased array weather radar applications. He is cash
price winner of U.R.S.I Young Scientist Award Program 2014 and has authored or coauthored over 10
research articles.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Enhanced target detection and localization by cueing in multistatic passive-active radar
systems
Tadeusz BRENNER, PIT-RADWAR SA
The Deployable Multiband Passive Active Radar (DMPAR) concept has been originally proposed
by[1], [3], [4] and the SET-152 RTG in the Final Report of the group [6]. In this approach, a collocated
system comprising of 4 passive and active components has been connected through the algorithms of
centralized and decentralized fusion of signals or plots, respectively. Performed simulations gave
promising results and through the course of work of SET-195 [2] these were confirmed by
experimental data. The scenarios from trials on which we registered signals and data are described
in [2,11]. The algorithms of signals and data fusion was developed on basis [8] and described in [9].
In this paper we analyze a system, that consists of high power, low frequency, long range radar
(denoted as Early Warning Radar – EWR) and a set of collocated/dislocated active and passive
components – DMPAR. Our aim is to show performance of the passive components that are cued by
EWR and relate it to performance of the active component working independently or in cooperation
with passive elements.The scheme of data processing in the system will be presented. The first
element is the EWR unit, which continuously scans the area for targets. It works independently with
its own processing, detection and tracking algorithms.The EWR outputs its data in a form of tracks
and sends it to the collocated DMPAR system (by means of Command and Control system).
As cueing information is fed into each channel of the passive component (each transmitter-receiver
pair) the data from cued regions is provided on a per-target basis to centralized detection module. In
the same time each sensor continues its operation and all sensor detections are sent to the
decentralized detection module. This way of operation allows for simultaneous operation of data and
signal fusion on separable areas of detection grid.
Thanks to the feeding the passive radar by the exogenous radar tracks (cueing by EWR), covert
tracking of aerial targets can be continued by the centralized fusion excluding the decentralized
fusion. The added value of such approach is the extended range of passive radar that is not limited to
one of its working channels. If the target is located within the operational range of the passive radar
and has not been detected by the EWR, the decentralized fusion is performed as well and may still
provide detection and tracking of the target.
In this paper we used and shortly will show centralized (fusion of signal statistics) and decentralized
(fusion of detections) fusion strategy, analysis of system probability of false alarm, threshold
management for centralized and decentralized processing, system modelling and simulation which
was presented in [8,10] and will present and discussed simulation results of detection for collocated
passive-active system scenario [10] and simulation results of the target location accuracy, comparing
location and tracking accuracy, when (a) only passive radar is tracking the target, (b) passive radar
as well as the fire control radar is tracking the target [12]. Based on results on registered signals and
data described in [9,2] we will show results of detection for collocated and dislocated passive-active
system scenario.
This paper demonstrates a novel approach to DMPAR system, which places the described concept in
air and missile defense operational context. As SET-195 team has proven the applicability of “DMPAR
short term solution verification”, it makes implementation of presented processing in real system
even more likely. The presented radar models have been implemented and a number of simulations
and off line registered data processing has been conducted. Elementary scenario consisted of a point
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target which track was transferred (cued) from EWR to passive radar. In each case the probability of
detection as a function of target range has been evaluated. The results are very promising as we can
improve the performance of PCL sensor system to almost match this of active Fire Control Radar,
while at the same time remaining covert and undetectable to potential threat. All in all this opens up
a new line of research in passive-active air and missile defense systems.
References
[1] T. Brenner, J. Hardejewicz, M. Nałęcz, M. Rupniewski, “Signals and data fusion in a two-band
radar”, Proc. Inter. Radar Symposium (IRS), Warsaw 2012, 15-18
[2] “SET-195 RTG technical report: DMPAR short term solution verification”, NATO STO publishing,
STO-TR-SET-195 (in progress).
[3] M. Rupniewski, “Simulation results of decentralized and centralized detection of targets in two
band radar”, (in Polish), Institute of Electronic Systems, Warsaw, April 2011.
[4] T. Brenner, G. Weiss, M. Klein, H. Kuschel: “Signals and data fusion in a deployable multiband
passive-active radar (DMPAR)”, Proc. IET Inter. Conf. on Radar Systems, Glasgow 2012 1–6.
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[7] M. Malanowski, “Signal processing algorithms and target localization methods for continuouswave passive bistatic radar”, Oficyna Wydawnicza Politechniki Warszawskiej, Warsaw 2012
[8] T. Brenner, L. Lamentowski, M. Rupniewski, “ Processing of measurements in DMPAR”
10-th meeting of SET 195, November 2015 Prague..
[9] T. Brenner, L. Lamentowski , L. Raczyński, L. Żochowski, “Off - line DMPAR registered signal
processing and analysis of the results” RSM SET 231, Lisbone, October 2016.
[10] T. Brenner, L. Lamentowski , R. Mularzuk, “Enhanced target detection by cueing and threshold
management in sensor network with DMPAR processing” – IRS 2017 Prague, June 2017 (in progress)
[11] V. Stejskal, H. Kuschel, T. Brenner, L. Lamentowski, I. Norheim-Næss, P. Samczynski,
J. Kulpa, „DETOUR trials: the mission and its results” - IRS 2017 Prague, June 2017 (in progress)
[12] T. Brenner, L. Lamentowski, R. Mularzuk, “The analysis of target location accuracy enhancement
via cueing in sensor network with DMPAR processing” PCL Focus Day, Fraunhofer FHR, May 2017 (in
progress).
Tadeusz Brenner - Scientific Expert in PITRADWAR company. He is specialist in Radar Systems
especially in Signal Processing. He developed many active radars in L,S, C band. He works from 18 years
in passive radars (PCL) also. He is now Project manager of PET-PCL system. He published almost 60
papers in conference proceedings and journals and is the author and co-author about 60 technical
reports. He is very active in RTG SET STO NATO groups.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Innovative Algorithm for Wide Band Digital Signal Processing in modern AESA RADAR
Architecture
Caterina Rapisarda, Leonardo Company S.p.A.
RF sampling technology, already available in L,S and C bands, allows acquiring the whole operative
RADAR bandwidth. In this context, to overcome digital processing bottlenecks, an innovative FPGA
based algorithm, targeting wide band RADAR signal has been designed. The algorithm is able to
digitally process wide band signals, with a FPGA operative clock frequency lower than the one
requested by standard Nyquist-based processing. The same algorithm can also be used to reduce the
FPGA operating clock frequency and therefore power consumption, a burning issue for small form
factor modules. The algorithm is characterized in terms of functionalities, performance and FPGA
implementation; an actual case study is presented.
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Roberto Lalli was born in Rome, Italy, in 1974. He received the Laurea degree in electronic engineering
from “Roma Tre” University, Rome, Italy, in 2000.From March 2001 to October 2002, he was with
CoRiTel, Rome, Italy. Since November 2002, he has been with Leonardo (formerly Alenia Marconi
Systems), Rome, Italy. He is currently head of receiver department in Leonardo Company, Land & Naval
Defence Electronics Division. His current interests include RF/IF receiver architectures and innovative
receivers based on mixed signal (analog-digital) circuits.
Caterina Rapisarda was born in Rome, Italy, in 1985. She received the Laurea Triennale degree (cum
Laude) in electronic engineering and the Laurea Specialistica degree (cum Laude) in electronic
engineering from “Tor Vergata” University, Rome, Italy, respectively in 2008 and in 2010. From
December 2010 to April 2011 she was with Microlease, authorized tecnology partner of Keysight
Technology (formerly Agilent Technology). Since April 2011 she has been with Leonardo Company
(formerly Selex-SI), Land & Naval Defence Electronics Division. Her current interests include digital
signal processing alghoritms for AESA Radar, high-level synthesis and Matlab modelling.
Valerio Tocca received his MSC from “Università La Sapienza” of Rome in 2006 in telecommunication
engineering. His master thesis involved the study and the performance evaluation of a multi antenna
radio receiver for indoor environments characterized by Log-Normal, Gaussian and Nakagami
distributions, employing ultra-wide band signals. After an experience in network security for mobile
GSM/UMTS networks in NTT Data, he joined Leonardo Company (formerly Selex-SI), in 2007 as a
firmware and hardware digital designer, realizing radar timing and signal processing architectures for
both civilian and military systems. He is currently in the radar capability/CTO department in Leonardo
Company.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
Technology Trends for Future Radar
Johannes Pieter Bezouwen, HENSOLDT
The continuously growing complexity of military and commercial scenarios requires a progressive
development of novel radar technologies along with its sophisticated algorithms and mode
operations. One of the strong trends in radar applications is the progression of signal digitization
along with its processing capabilities towards the frontend for both the waveform generation in
transmit as well as the echo discretization on receive. The radar antenna frontends are split-up in
ever more sub-apertures, driving the increase of RF-channels to supply the radar processing chain
and enabling advanced processing techniques. Examples are adaptive nulling of antenna directivities
toward jammers, space time adaptive processing (STAP) to effectively suppress clutter and
interferences while maintaining target detection sensitivities, as well as multiple beams on receive
and generation of multiple transmit beams e.g. to enable simultaneous mode operations, enhance
target tracking and increase target detection verification.
HENSOLDT is deploying these advanced techniques in its products for Naval & Ground as well as for
Airborne applications. Such techniques can be regarded as predecessors towards fully digitized RF
frontends, where transceiver modules are placed behind each radiation element (RE), digitizing echo
signals from each RE and generating waveforms via digital analog conversion for each RE. Such
digital frontends are the enabler for fully software defined radars in the future.
Early signal digitization enables already today’s radars to make use of knowledge based processing
schemes and self-learning approaches of the environment to improve detection probabilities and to
reduce false alarms. This is a steadily growing trend towards cognitive radar functionalities.
Furthermore, an emerging trend is the Multiple-In, Multiple-Out (MIMO) radar technique, using
orthogonal waveforms on usually very sparsely populated radar antenna arrays. This technique may
be a cost efficient approach for short and medium range applications where high angular resolutions
are required. HENSOLDT has built up a MIMO radar demonstrator to investigate the performances of
such systems.
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One of the major trends in radar applications is the continuous increase of operational radar
frequency ranges and sensor bandwidths on the one hand, to make jamming and interference with
radar signals significantly more difficult and on the other hand, to enhance surveillance resolution of
targets for imaging synthetic aperture radars (SAR) in general. These broadband techniques as well
as the early digitization in the signal chain enable higher flexibilities in waveform generation, signal
processing as well as in Cmd & Ctrl, so that such advanced radar sensors can take over a large variety
of different multifunctional modes with multi-mission capabilities.
Modularity and scalability of modern radar sensors are progressive trends and one of the important
factors to build up cost effective sensor families such as HENSOLDT’s TRS, TRML, Spexer, and
PrecISR radar families. These trends are even extended beyond single radar operation, through
networked operational capabilities and distributed radar aperture systems, in order to increase
diversity of detection information, to lower time on targets, to improve target revisit time, and to
provide better and more complete situational awareness.
These network capable operations (NCO) can effectively be used in active and in passive surveillance
systems. It is the driving principle of passive coherent locating radars, which is an emerging radar
technology. They utilize public broadcast stations as target illuminator in FM, DAB, and DVBT and are
inherently very difficult to detect and thus to jam, due to their passive nature. HENSOLDT has been
working on such systems and has an advanced mobile passive radar demonstrator system in its
portfolio. All these trends will be presented in further detail and exemplary results shown to
demonstrate their benefits.
Johannes van Bezouwen is Head of Global Business Radar-IFF-Datalinks. He started his professional
career in the Netherlands, within the Applied Physics Research Organisation TNO, in 1982. His last
position was Head of Sensor and Weapon Electronics. In 1999 he joined the former DASA and was
appointed Head of Naval & Ground Radar & EW Systems Engineering in Ulm, Germany. After having
held several management positions in System Engineering within EADS Defence & Security, he moved to
Bangalore, India, early 2010 to set up a Design & Engineering Centre for Cassidian Electronics, the
military and security division of Airbus. After his return from India early 2016 his main professional
interests have been to initiate and manage business development initiatives both in Germany and in a
global context, operating from the main home base of HENSOLDT in Ulm, Germany. Johannes has a
Master Degree in Avionics and Control Engineering from the Technical University Delft, The
Netherlands.
Dr. Michael Brandfass works for Hensoldt Sensors GmbH in Friedrichhafen, Germany as the Senior
Expert for Radar Systems which involves technical support of all Departments on Radar Applications
throughout the Radar Programs. Dr. Brandfass has been acting as the Chief Engineer for Airborne- &
Spaceborne Ground Surveillance Radars for many years and works in field of Radar Systems
Engineering for more than 15 years, developing Radar Concepts and leading the system designs of
Radar development projects as Technical Project Leader. He supervised the SAR radar processing group
as Team Leader for Radar Algorithms for several years. He acted as a Radar Consultant for the Indian
DRDO on their indigenous AEW&C Radar for more than 4 years as well as a Technical Consultant and
Reviewer on the European Eurofighter AESA Radar Program. Dr. Brandfass led the System Engineer
Integration & Testing group on the Central Electronics of the TerraSAR-X Radar Instrument, which was
successfully launched to orbit in 2006. From 2000 to 2002 Dr. Brandfass was with Aero-Sensing Radar
Systems in Wessling, Germany, where he was the Team Leader of the P-band Radar Development Group.
There, he investigated on novel Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry and Bald Earth
Digital Elevation Models.
From 1996 to 2000 Dr. Brandfass was with the University of Illinois, Dept. of Electrical & Computational
Engineering, Urbana-Champaign, USA as a Postdoctoral Research Associate investigating into nonlinear
Inverse Scattering Methods and Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithms. He completed his PhD thesis at the
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of Kassel, Germany in 1996 on Electromagnetic Inverse
Scattering Problems with distinction. Dr. Brandfass published more than 40 scientific journal and
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conference publications on electromagnetic inverse scattering, fast algorithms for electromagnetic field
computations and concepts of radar signal processing.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 110
A Family of Secondary Surveillance Radars based on Conformal Antenna Array Geometries
Leopoldo Infante , Leonardo SpA
A SSR (secondary surveillance radar)/IFF (identification friend or foe) Radar family based on a
conformal phased-array antenna geometries is presented in this work. The systems don’t use
rotating parts (i.e. rotary joint) increasing the reliability and reducing in service costs for site
installation where the environmental condition are extreme (as for example in desert area or icy
sites). A scalable antenna architecture and beamforming is presented, achieving interesting common
designs of critical items. In a military application, the 360° conical shape of the antenna ground plane
reduces the radar-cross-section and allows electronic scanning in spite of mechanical rotation and
eliminates the scan-loss or coning typical of planar array geometries. A 128 radiating elements
conformal array has been built and tested in an antenna test facility showing satisfactory agreement
with the theoretical model.
Leopoldo Infante received his laurea degree in Telecommunication Engineering from the University of
Siena, Italy, in 2001. In the year 2001 he was a Master Science Thesis student at the Technical University
of Denmark in Lyngby, Copenhagen, Denmark. From 2001 to 2003 he was with the Department of
Information Engineering at the University of Siena as a Ph.D. student. In 2005 he obtained the Ph.D. in
Electromagnetics Engineering. Since 2003 he is with the Antenna Department of Leonardo Company
(formerly Selex-ES, a Finmeccanica Company) located in Rome plant. His research interests are focused
on phased array antenna design and model, including wideband arrays, periodic structures, conformal
arrays and near-field antenna testing methods. He was responsible for advanced phased array antenna
projects developed at Leonardo S.p.A.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
Insitu Glass Fabric Characterization
Brandon Gore, SAMTEC Inc.
A PCB-based glass fabric characterization vehicle will be presented that yields statistically worst-case
glass skew for single-ended transmission lines. It also demonstrates the behavior of best/worst case
differential trace pitch design. We characterize three mechanically spread glass fabrics and two
common PCB dielectric materials. Repetitive traces with a period of 0.001 inch and several positions
relative to the fabric grain direction produce maximum realizable skew and repetitive discontinuity
resonances. These are used to identify glass style and positioning to aide in PCB characterization.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
Extraction of Frequency-Dependent Dielectric Constant: Loss and conductor effects of highspeed digital laminate materials for high-speed channel simulation
Chris Caisse, Rogers Corporation
Over many years of measurements of the propagation and attenuation characteristics of highfrequency copper clad laminate materials, we have noted a number of discrepancies of measured
results with generally accepted models, particularly with thin (<0.5 mm) dielectric layers and higher
profile copper foils. In order to provide high-speed and high-frequency circuit designers with
properties that result in good agreement with measured performance, we measure the complete
differential S-parameters of 50 ohm microstrip transmission lines made with the specific grade of
copper foil of interest. We generally cover the frequency range of 50 MHz to 50 GHz with laminates
of 0.05 to 1.5 mm thickness and up to 110 GHz on materials of 0.2 mm or less.
Specifically, we extract the circuit Keff from the differential phase length of long and short lines, and
the differential insertion loss from the S21 values of the same circuits. The frequency-dependent
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apparent substrate dielectric constant, Kapp including conductor effects is extracted with a model
(e.g., HFSS, Sonnet, or Hammerstad and Jensen) from the measured dimensions of the circuit and
microstrip Keff data. If the measurements are made with electrically smooth copper foils, we are able
to extract the frequency-dependent dissipation factor by optimizing the fit of the modeled insertion
loss line with the measured data. Modeled performance using data extracted by this method are
compared to several stripline signal integrity test vehicles and show good agreement.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
Test Vehicle Development for Systematic Development and Verification of Materials Models to
50 GHz
Al Neves, Wild River
The lack of systematic methodology to extract material models that are verified and are EDA friendly
continues to be a sticky signal integrity problem for greater than 10 Gbpsec digital designs. There is a
need for uniting the EDA methodology of extracting wide-band loss models with simple robust
optimization methods. In this presentation, we show the design of a well-characterized test vehicle
and how precision and quality tested measurements are taken using VNA instruments up to 50 GHz.
After de-embedding, these measurements are used to compare with predictions from an
electromagnetic simulator. We show the very close measurement-simulation correlation possible
when measurement artifacts are not present and when accurate design information and materials
models are used in the simulator.
Alfred P. Neves, Founder and Chief Technologist at Wild River, has 30 years of experience designing and
application development of semiconductor products, capitol equipment design focused on jitter and
signal integrity analysis, and has successfully been involved with numerous business developments and
startup activity for the last 13 years. Al is involved with the Signal Integrity community as a consultant,
high-speed system level design manager and engineer. Recent technical accomplishments include
development of platforms and methods to improve 3D electromagnetic correspondence to measurebased methods, including advancing time and frequency domain calibration methods.Al focuses on
measure-based model development, package characterization, high-speed board design, low jitter
design, analysis, and training. He earned a B.S. in Applied Mathematics at the University of
Massachusetts.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
A Case Study of Effective Surface Roughness Acquisition
Jason Ellison, The Siemon Company
Today, engineers quantify surface roughness by cutting a PCB and viewing the copper profile along
the edge of the cross-section. This method destroys the sample and finds the surface roughness at
one point in the transmission line. A better solution is finding the surface roughness without
destroying the sample, and extracting the surface roughness behavior over the entire sample. This
presentation shows a method of extracting the "effective surface roughness" of a sample without a
cross section. Effective surface roughness is a proposed parameter that quantifies the behavior of the
surface roughness of a sample instead of a single point. It is found by measuring the S-parameters of
two stripline traces that differ slightly in length. This method also isolates the rough copper
attenuation from the dielectric attenuation. Thus, accurate, broadband permittivity of the PCB
laminate can be calculated using the same two measurements.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
Practical Modeling of High-Speed Channels Based on Data Sheet Input
Bert Simonovich, Lamsim Enterprises Inc.
When designing high-speed serial links beyond 10 GB/s, everything matters. In order to ensure first
time success at these speeds, accurate channel modeling is a prerequisite. This is especially true for
long backplane channels. Although many EDA tools include the latest models for conductor surface
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roughness and wideband dielectric properties, obtaining the right parameters to feed the models is
always a challenge. So how do we get these parameters? Often the only sources are from data sheets.
In most cases, the numbers do not translate directly into parameters needed for the EDA tools. By
using copper foil roughness and dielectric material properties, obtained solely from manufacturers’
data sheets, a practical method of modeling high-speed channels is presented.
The presentation will begin with a brief review of my “cannonball stack” model, used to determine
the parameters for the Huray model, as well as describe a novel method to determine the effective
dielectric constant based on conductor roughness. Simulated results are then compared to measured
results from WRT’s CMP-28 channel modeling platform, in both time and frequency domain, before
delving into a practical case study to compare simulated results from an Amphenol/ FCI ExaMAX®
demonstrator backplane platform.
Lambert (Bert) Simonovich Born in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, graduated in 1976 from Mohawk
College of Applied Arts and Technology in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada as an Electronic Engineering
Technologist. Over a 32 year career at Bell Northern Research and Nortel, he helped pioneer several
advanced technology solutions into products and has held a variety of R&D positions, eventually
specializing in backplane design over the last 25 years. He is the founder of Lamsim Enterprises Inc.
www.lamsimenterprises.com providing innovative signal integrity and backplane solutions. He is
currently engaged in signal integrity, characterization and modeling of high speed serial links
associated with backplane interconnects. He holds two patents and (co)-author of several publications.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 1:30 - 2:00
Test & Measurement
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Micro-coax Performance Under High Stress
Rowlands Michael, TempFlex LLC, a MOLEX company
Today’s electronic equipment solutions require small size and high performance. Micro-coax cables
are critical for enabling solutions such as 5G telecommunications and medical equipment.
In these solutions, the cable stresses are often severe; including repeated bending and high
temperature. A set of micro-coax cables are designed and optimized for size, electrical performance
and reliability under flex and thermal stress.
The cables are analyzed and simulated, then measured and the results are observed. Improvements
and trade-offs are discussed based on the experiment results.
The first step is to design a small, flexible co-axial cable that performs well under high temperature.
The input material choices are critical. The conductor can be stranded or solid, the dielectric
material options are numerous, including FEP, filament, HDPE, or foamed FEP. The shield material
also has multiple options, such as aluminum, copper, silver-plated copper and aluminum-mylar.
Thermal variation of material properties is important and is yet another input to the design options.
Once the input materials are chosen, the design structure and methods are finalized. The shield
method can be served, braided, spiral-wrapped or longitudinally wrapped. The outer layers can be
one layer or multiple layers. The cable can have additional shielding or just insulation. It can be
extruded or braided or wrapped. Trade-offs are considered and discussed. For instance, the served
shield typically offers the most flexibility with a trade-off of higher loss.
All the material inputs, methods, structures and design dimensions go into the final design. The final
design is analyzed and simulated to show the expected electrical performance.
The cable and built and tested to evaluate electrical performance under thermal and mechanical
stresses. Initial measurements on the network analyzer are recorded before any stresses are applied
to the cable. Then the cable is cooled and heated and electrically measured at multiple temperature
points. This provides a baseline of performance vs. temperature.
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The cable is cycled from cold (-40C) to hot (105C) multiple times, then measured electrically. This
provides data about permanent degradations of performance with temperature cycling. The cable is
raised to high temperature and measured. Then it is held at that temperature for a period of time
and measured again. The cable is cooled to cold temperature and measured. Then it is held at that
temperature for a time and measured again.
For mechanical stress, a bend radius measurement is done. Baseline cable is tested on the network
analyzer. Then the cable is bent around a mandrill multiple times, then tested again. The cable is
bent around a smaller mandrill and the testing is repeated.
The dataset of electrical results is examined to understand the results and draw conclusions.
Electrical performance metrics such as differential loss, reflections and mode conversion are
examined. One analysis is to compare stable temperature at multiple levels with temperature
cycling. How does elevated, stable temperature behave differently than temperature cycling?
Another analysis is to compare single flexure to multiple flexures at a certain bend radius.
Conclusions are drawn and performance trade-offs are highlighted. Next steps and future
improvements are noted.
Michael Rowlands is a Principal Electrical Engineer in the TempFlex Cable group at Molex. He
specializes in signal integrity at multi-gigahertz frequencies. He received a Bachelor's and Master's
degree in Electrical Engineering from MIT in 1998. Upon graduation, he worked four years as a signal
integrity engineer at Teradyne in Boston. He designed cable assemblies, circuit boards and
interconnects for test equipment up to 6 GHz. In 2002, he worked at a startup company in Illinois. The
company designed dispersion compensation microchips at 12.5 Gbps for fiber-optic communications. He
designed circuit boards to demonstrate and verify 12.5Gbps performance and made algorithm
improvements based on system modeling. In 2005, as part of the Research and Development at Endicott
Interconnect Technologies years he designed and analyzed circuit boards, chip packages and custom
computing systems. Since 2009, he's worked at Molex designing next-generation 25-40Gbps I/O and
board-to-board connectors. In 2015, he led a Carbon Nanotube team which won the Molex Innovation
Challenge business competition. He holds multiple patents in multi-gigahertz signal design. He has
authored and presented technical papers at ECTC, DesignCon, IMAPS, IPC-APEX and PCB East; winning
a DesignCon Best Paper Award in 2014 for “Quantitative EMI Analysis of Electrical connectors Using
Simulation Models.”

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 1:40 - 2:10
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Architecting GHz Wide Bandwidth RF Record and Playback Systems
Michael Schneider, National Instruments
Wideband RF record and playback systems serve a wide range of applications, from GNSS receiver
test to automotive drive test to signal surveillance. In this paper, we will share best practices for
designing RF record and playback systems and how to identify major bottlenecks that can limit
performance. Topics include selecting the right record and playback RF transceiver, optimizing the
RF front end, determining the appropriate IQ rate, and choosing the right disk storage setup
configuration to achieve optimal performance. We will also include best practices on how to
configure RF record and playback systems based on the various applications.
After graduating from Texas A&M University with a degree in Electrical Engineering in 2000,
he started at National Instruments in 2000 as an Applications Engineer (AE). For the past 16 years, he
has held many roles at NI including Product Manager for NI's Modular Instrumentation business,
Integration Manager working with several NI acquisition companies, Applications Marketing Group
Manager focused on delivering solutions to targeted industries, and Channel Partner Development .
Today he works as a Regional Marketing Manager focused on bringing new products to market and
growing NI's RF and Automated Test business.
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Test & Measurement
Room: Room 108
Calculate Measurement Uncertainty in Power Measurements
Lawrence Wilson, Rohde & Schwarz Inc. USA
Power Sensors are a common tool around every RF and Microwave lab, but understanding what is
being measured, and all the factors that influence the uncertainty (or accuracy) of a given
measurement can be a confusing and overwhelming task. This tutorial will take you through the
steps involved in calculating measurement uncertainty and will also provide techniques on how
measurement uncertainty can be reduced to deliver more accurate results.
Lawrence Wilson is Product Manager Signal Generators and Power Meters, Rohde & Schwarz.
Low-Power RF & IoT Design
Room: Room 109
Designing an IoT Dual-band compact Wi-Fi MIMO Array Using Antenna Synthesis
Derek Linden, NI
Antenna Synthesis makes antenna design much faster and easier, allowing greater exploration of
design trade spaces, more what-if studies, and extensive comparisons between various antenna
designs to ensure the best design is chosen. This talk will show the development of an IoT dual-band
Wi-Fi MIMO array on a compact substrate using commercial software that supports antenna
synthesis from electrical specifications and RF/microwave EDA. It will describe how to determine
the initial specifications, explore the design space and obtain optimized antennas from the synthesis
tool, import the antenna geometry and material details into a circuit design environment to optimize
and verify performance and prepare the antenna design for production and prototyping. Advanced
topics, such as phased array and multi-function antenna design, will also be presented.
Derek S. Linden received his B.S. degree from the US Air Force Academy and his M.S. and Ph.D. from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Electrical Engineering. He has performed groundbreaking
research in the automated design of antennas using evolutionary optimization since 1995. He is coinventor of the patented genetic antenna design process and has published widely on the subject,
including numerous conference, journal, magazine articles, and book chapters. He received Discover
Magazine's Top 10 Innovation Award in 2000, the Gold Medal in Human Competitive Result competition
at the 2004 GECCO Conference, and a NASA Group Achievement Award in 2006. His work has also been
highlighted in Science News, The New York Times, Wired magazine, Time Magazine, EDN, Antenna
Systems and Technology Magazine, Technology Review, Aviation Week, and Popular Science.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 2:15 - 2:45
Signal Integrity
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
The Eutectic Point of Digital & RF Circuits
Shalom Shlomi Zigdon, Board Design for SI/PI EMC College
The purpose of this paper is to describe mixed signals digital/analog/RF PCB layout design
guidelines to ensure a trouble-free signal-processing system. Focused on grounding, placement,
signal routing, decoupling, and layers stuck-up to prevent crosstalk due to capacitive and inductive
coupling and return current path. The eutectic point means the meeting point of the time axis and the
frequency axis [Fourier Transform] for both the RF designer and the digital designer cooperation on
the same PCB.
Shalom-Shlomi Zigdon is Chairman of the IEEE EMC&SIPI Israel 2014-2017 -Board Design for
SI/PI/EMC Conference as well as CEO & owner of iTech iCollege Israel. He is a lecturer and consultant
for high-speed board design and mixed signals PCB layout design, as well as a certified C.I.D trainer for
PCB Design. He is a committee member of the following IPC standards committees: IPC-2251 High Speed
Board Design; IPC-2221 PCB Design; IPC-2226 HDI [High Density Interconnection] PCB Design.
Formerly, he served as CEO and VP of Medical Simulator, a hardware engineer at IAI, and a technologist
for PCB & MCM at Elbit System.
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Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 2:20 - 2:50
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Advanced Phase Noise Measurement Methods for High-Power, Very High Frequency, and
Pulsed Signals
Laura Sanchez, Rohde & Schwarz
Accurate and fast phase noise measurements are a common requirement for the development and
test of oscillators and synthesizers used in radar and communication equipment. While many phase
noise measurements can be performed with commonly available phase noise test sets, the additive
phase noise measurement of amplifiers and frequency converters requires the use of complicate
additional test sets. In case of pulsed signals or very high microwave frequency measurements, the
setup and calibration of these test sets can be a complex task.
This presentation reviews the fundamental concepts of measuring phase noise and introduces a new
technique that provides state-of-the-art measurement sensitivity and speed for phase noise
measurements. The combination of very good internal reference signal sources, high-performance
analog-to-digital converters and signal processing generates a measurement tool for all needs of
modern phase noise measurements, including CW and pulsed phase noise, additive phase noise, and
AM noise.
Laura Sanchez is Product Manager for signal and spectrum analyzers at Rohde & Schwarz in Munich
(Germany) since 2012. During her 17 years’ experience in the RF and telecommunications industry, she
has worked as an RF engineer, engineering team leader and product manager for major equipment
manufacturers and network operators in several European and Asian countries. She holds an
engineering degree in electronics, specialized in telecommunication systems, from the Polytechnic
University of Madrid (Spain) and has carried out her diploma thesis at the University of Applied Sciences
in Mannheim, Germany.
Power Integrity
Room: Room 108
Current Sharing Measurements in Multi-Phase Switch Mode DC-DC Converters
Peter Pupalaikis, Teledyne LeCroy
Multi-phase switching regulators are utilized typically in applications requiring high currents where
the current is supplied through multiple, independent phases of the supply. These converters may be
quite complicated from a control standpoint as they may have multiple control loops to maintain
proper current sharing as well as a regulated output voltage. While a supply might operate properly
most of the time, the measurement of of the supply under various transient conditions is required to
guarantee proper operation under all conditions.
The design goal is for all of the phases to share current equally not only in static, but also under
dynamic conditions. If the current imbalance is significant, even temporarily, it can either trip the
protection in the phase that carries more current, or requires significant overdesign so that the
power devices do not fail due to the higher-than-expected peak current. While many DC-DC
converters, especially the high-current multi-phase converters, have telemetry to report current, the
bandwidth of current sensing and the speed of data transfer many times do not allow the proper
capture of fast current transients. Current sense resistors provide the necessary bandwidth, but they
come with reduced efficiency and it is challenging to find the proper layout for them without wasting
too much space in high-current supply rails. Moreover, the inherent inductance of the shunt resistor
creates an error in the measured waveform.
The current sharing can be assessed by separately and simultaneously measuring the current in each
phase's inductor. This can be done with the random load current signature of a live system, or
preferably by using a transient current generator including a variable static DC current load. The
measurement of inductor current is particularly problematic because it may require breaking the
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loop to provide for a current probe or modifications to the circuit to add various components. A
convenient way to measure the inductor current is to place an RC network across the inductor. If the
time constant of the RC network equals the time constant of the inductance and resistance of the
inductor, the voltage across the capacitor will mirror the voltage across the resistance of the
inductor. This way we get the current information with full bandwidth and without the need to add
resistance. An additional challenge is that the small differential voltage across the capacitor 'floats'
on a large common-mode signal: the output voltage and the switching ripple of the converter.
Measuring the small differential voltage with sufficient common-mode rejection is further
complicated by the fact that the single-ended source impedances are different for the two legs of a
differential probe.
In our presentation, we will demonstrate how to overcome the above challenges. We will describe a
special probe tip to convert a differential measurement of inductor voltage to a measurement of
inductor current. We will demonstrate the connection and calibration considerations in the
measurement of inductor current including the digital signal processing algorithms required to
compensate for the components in the power supply and the probe tip. We will show how to
deembed the proper waveform from the distorted voltage waveform across a shunt resistor. We will
also demonstrate and explain current sharing measurements made in the time and frequency domain
using a transient current generator.
Peter J. Pupalaikis was born in Boston, Massachusetts in 1964 and received the B.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey in 1988.
He joined LeCroy Corporation (now Teledyne LeCroy), a manufacturer of high-performance
measurement equipment located in Chestnut Ridge, New York in 1995 where he is currently Vice
President, Technology Development, managing digital signal processing development and intellectual
property. His interests include digital signal processing, applied mathematics, signal integrity and
RF/microwave systems. Prior to LeCroy he served in the United States Army and has worked as an
independent consultant in embedded systems design. Mr. Pupalaikis holds forty-two patents in the area
of measurement instrument design and has contributed a chapter to one book on RF/microwave
measurement techniques. In 2013 he became an IEEE fellow for contributions to high-speed waveform
digitizing instruments. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu and the IEEE signal processing,
instrumentation, solid-state circuits, and microwave societies.
Istvan Novak is a Senior Principle Engineer at Oracle. Besides signal integrity design of high-speed serial
and parallel buses, he is engaged in the design and characterization of power-distribution networks and
packages for mid-range servers. He creates simulation models, and develops measurement techniques
for power distribution. Istvan has twenty plus years of experience with high-speed digital, RF, and
analog circuit and system design. He is a Fellow of IEEE for his contributions to signal-integrity and RF
measurement and simulation methodologies.
Low-Power RF & IoT Design
Room: Room 109
Engineering the Internet of Things Within the Smart City Streets Lighting Design
Laila Salman, ANSYS
Today, the Internet of Things (IoT) is the future of smart technologies; not only the integration of
wide variety of commercial applications/devices but the intelligence data/information – exchange
among these applications over the web. These advanced technologies were deployed in commercial
as well as military applications. There is a wide-variety of smart applications where IoT based
technologies are utilized to enhance the end users’ experience. Over the past decade, several cities
have developed the process for integrating different solutions that could pave the way to smarter and
eco-friendlier environment. Several projects were initiated for sustainable residents’ life and work
experience. Among those is the “The Connected Smart Street Lighting Infrastructure”. Joint efforts
and mutual market focus are evolving new concepts and innovations for connected LED street
lighting to provide on-demand and usage-based services. Street lights are the most important public
asset and the key to a “Smart City” since they are essential elements not only after dark but also as
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part of the city’s identity where traffic management and environmental monitoring are at a close
distance of a light pole. Given that lighting accounts for 19% of the overall electricity consumed,
connected smart street lighting can have huge impact on the overall city’s energy saving.
The concept of “Smart Cities” has been developed over the last few years to include several life
aspects as well as government sectors’ applications and services. While the incorporation of the
different applications and services remains constant, engineering and design process challenges are
continuously rising for environmental sustainability, energy efficient utilization and management
requirements where intelligent consumption of energy is maintained. Information and statistics
collected by the internet providers on the connected services help define the energy efficient
management of these applications. This is the IoT significance of the “Smart Cities” which becomes
the Internet of Everything (IoE).
This work will focus on the utilization of LED lighting for public streetlights and investigate both the
electronics aspect as well as the thermal and energy consumption aspects. A 4-way street
intersection in a residential urban area is modeled. A typical city represents a harsh RF environment
with numerous sources of RF signals and noise over a very broad band frequency range. To ensure
that the sensors on the lights operate as intended in the Smart City, it is crucial to evaluate their
performance in their operational installed configuration. On the other hand, it is important to study
the performance of the LED under various operating conditions considering the integrated antenna
performance as well as the other RF circuitries attached to the LED PCB. Further, thermal analysis is
performed on the LEDs installed in the streetlights.
This paper will also present another example of services that used the IoT concept for Toll-Roads Tag
Monitoring Systems. The implemented system, operating in the US ISM band (902-928) MHz, is used
to investigate the antenna-to-antenna coupling between the RFID Tag Reader in the Gateway and the
RFID Tag in the car transponder. Tolling systems are an important source of revenue for the
expansion of city roads infrastructure as well as road maintenance. The IoT-based tolling systems are
the future of smart technologies utilized in this sector where vehicles are equipped with RFID Tag
sensors that can provide tracing information as well as millage records of how much the vehicle has
been traveled on the tolled road sections to the gateways. The studied system is modeled where ISM
band tag and reader operating in the US ISM band (902-928) MHz is designed at the gateway side as
well as the RFI Tag in the automobile side. The car travels through a tolling gateway, and on the
underside of the gateway we have a tag reader antenna tipped downward toward the road.
Multiphysics simulations as well as computational electromagnetics can provide significant insight
into the performance of these applications. System optimization and RFI mitigation can be explored
during the design stage which will continuously influence and reduce the costly real-life testing.
Laila Salman was born in Baghdad, Iraq, in 1980. She received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in electronics
and communication engineering from Cairo University, Giza, Egypt, in 2003 and 2005, respectively, and
the PhD. Degree in electromagnetic and antenna design from the University of Mississippi, MS, USA in
2009. She also worked as a post-doctoral student at the Université de Quebec en Outaouais, Gatineau,
QC, Canada till 2010. Dr. Salman joined Ansys Canada Ltd. in August 2010 as a Lead Technical Services
Specialist for High Frequency Applications.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 3:00 - 3:30
Radar/Defense
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Passive Radar Receiver a COTS Solution Using FMC-1000
Roger Paje, Innovative Integration
In 2015 Entegra Solutions were contacted by Tier 1 Supplier of Air Traffic Management equipment
looking for the highest dynamic range, wide bandwidth data acquisition card available. Their
objective was to build a passive radar using beamforming techniques to receive reflections of DVB-T
Tv signals from aircraft to replace traditional airfield radars. Their requirement was simple, the
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highest SFDR possible, ideally direct sampling of the UHF signal, followed by digital receivers with
FPGA for beamforming.
Entegra Solutions Ltd has been the UK value added reseller of solutions by Innovative Integration Inc
since 1999, with a history of supplying many data acquisition solutions complete with software, logic
and support. After several technical discussions, Entegra were able to propose a multistage project
with steps of integrating the latest hardware from Innovative to provide a roadmap to the best long
term solution. The first stage is documented below.
The first stage was to prove that it was possible to acquire and extract real reflections of DVB-T
signals from aircraft using a dual aerial receiver. The newest available Adc module suitable for the
project was the FMC-1000. The FMC-1000 has the Analog Devices AD9680-1000 (1) at its heart,
which is a dual 1000MSPS 14-bit Adc with a SFDR of 82dBFS in the second Nyquist zone. This
enabled the front end to do direct sampling, ie no form of frequency shifting was required of the
analogue signal before digitisation. Direct sampling would make the coherent beamforming easier
and more accurate. It also saves the cost of RF analogue downconversion. The AD9680 also has four
channels of coarse oscillator and digital down conversion built in. For signal generation the FMC1000 has the DAC38J82, dual 1230MSPS 16-bit Dac and a LMK04828 PLL for ultra low noise clock
generation.
Roger Paje has over 20 years of experience in developing and marketing different technologies from
concept to product, including software products for signal integrity and electromagnetic simulations,
and also wireless telecom test equipment. His specialty is understanding product development from
both a business and technical perspective, particularly in small company or startup ventures.
He is currently Vice President of Product Marketing for Innovative Integration, a Molex company that
provides products for signal processing and data acquisition in the medical imaging, SIGINT, and
wireless communications markets. Roger graduated with honors from Cal State Northridge with a BS in
Electrical Engineering.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 3:20 - 4:00
Power Integrity
Room: Room 108
Overcoming Power Integrity Challenges through a Team-Based Approach
Tom Hilger, Cadence
This workshop presents the latest design methodology for complex PCBs and facilitates the goal of
meeting power integrity criteria while minimizing both product cost and time spent debugging in the
lab. Design cycle time becomes much more predictable with this team-based approach. Learn how
design engineers can perform pre-route power integrity analysis as they capture design intent. See
how they can store electrical constraints such as target impedance and maximum IR drop on
components in the schematic. Witness how PCB designers can utilize Allegro® PowerTree™ data
created by the design engineer to perform both AC and DC analysis while designing the power rails of
the PCB. And finally, see how the power integrity (PI) engineer begins post-route analysis on a PCB
free of any basic problems as they will be handled earlier in the design cycle. PI engineers can turn
their attention to PI challenges such as cost reduction and improving power stability in the most
cost-effective manner. Having a robust, but flexible power integrity methodology can ensure high
confidence that in the lab you will be doing more validation and much less debugging.
Tom Hilger is a principal application engineer for Cadence focusing on PCB and IC package signal and
power integrity. Tom has more than 20 years of experience with signal and power integrity prior to
joining Cadence. Tom graduated from the University of New Mexico School of Engineering.
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 109
Using Vector Network Analyzers to Measure RF and Microwave Material Properties
John Schultz,
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The primary tool used in a microwave materials measurement lab is the vector network analyzer
(VNA). The VNA performs as a high-precision microwave source and receiver to determine material
properties. In a lab, the VNA is married with a myriad of different fixtures that hold material
specimens of various sizes and shapes. These fixtures include waveguides, cavities, and free-space
equipment that determine S-parameters (transmission and/or reflection) of a material specimen.
Physical understanding of the measurement fixture is then used to translate the measured Sparameters into intrinsic material properties.
This workshop provides an overview of common material measurement fixtures used with VNAs,
including their various advantages and disadvantages. The workshop also discusses some of the
latest advances in microwave material measurement technology, including new fixture designs based
on the emerging, miniaturized 1-port VNAs. These small instruments enable microwave
measurements to be taken out of the laboratory and in a more rigorous factory or field setting with
portable equipment. Additionally, new measurement fixtures have emerged using advanced
computational electromagnetic methods to convert measured S-parameters into intrinsic material
properties. Examples of this computational inversion technology will also be presented.
Dr. John Schultz has a PhD in Materials Engineering from the University of Dayton. He also holds BA and
MS degrees in Physics from the University of Maryland and the University of Texas respectively.
Previously, Dr. Schultz was a Technical Fellow at the Georgia Tech Research Institute. In the last few
years, Dr. Schultz has been the Chief Scientist at the Compass Technology Group in Alpharetta Georgia,
where he oversees product development and contract research in advanced microwave materials and
measurements.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 3:20 - 4:50
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 107
PANEL: Look Ma — No Steering Wheel! The State of the Self-Driving Car
Gary Lerude, MW Journal
The automotive industry has a reputation for moving slowly. Yet the pace to develop and adopt
autonomous driving is like a Formula 1 race. This panel represents viewpoints from various
segments of the electronics and automotive industries, and we will discuss the latest fast-moving
developments and the current state of the self-driving car.
Panelists
• Analog Devices: Roxie Paine, Automotive LIDAR Product Line Manager
• Anritsu: Cory White, Automotive Business Development
• Autoliv: Jeffrey Coote, Director of Active Safety
• Wireless Innovation Laboratory at WPI: Alexander Wyglinski, Director and Founder

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 3:45 - 4:15
Signal Integrity
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Will the 3D PCB Printing provide benefits for Signal Integrity & EMC?
Shalom Shlomi Zigdon, Board Design for SI/PI EMC College
Recently, several startup companies are printing multilayer PCB by 3D printer using conductive ink
and dielectric ink building embedded electrical components, through placement, as an integral part
of the process. The method presents several advantages and disadvantages. An obvious advantage
is improving the reliability by maintaining the electronic components internally and keeping them
from being exposed to the external environment. Meanwhile, the method protects them from
potential mechanical, temperature and corrosion damages. The soldering process is also made
obsolete thanks to this new method, since the components are embedded within the printed board
during printing. The connectivity between components then takes place as part of the 3D printing
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process without the need for a mediating soldering material, but the ink materials should have the
proper dielectric constant and loss tangent to meet next generation of high speed board design. This
paper will present the pros and cons of the 3D printing PCBs.
Shalom-Shlomi Zigdon is Chairman of the IEEE EMC&SIPI Israel 2014-2017 -Board Design for
SI/PI/EMC Conference as well as CEO & owner of iTech iCollege Israel. He is a lecturer and consultant
for high-speed board design and mixed signals PCB layout design, as well as a certified C.I.D trainer for
PCB Design. He is a committee member of the following IPC standards committees: IPC-2251 High Speed
Board Design; IPC-2221 PCB Design; IPC-2226 HDI [High Density Interconnection] PCB Design.
Formerly, he served as CEO and VP of Medical Simulator, a hardware engineer at IAI, and a technologist
for PCB & MCM at Elbit System.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 4:10 - 4:50
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 108
Fixture De-Embedding: Practical Advantages and Limits of Simplified Methods
Jon Martens, Anrtisu Co.
Dozens of different characterization/de-embedding methods exist for signal integrity and other
applications and some consistent means of evaluating these are being worked on by standards
bodies (e.g., IEEE P370 working group). Among the popular methods are those that make use of a
single reflection standard and/or a single transmission line at the DUT interface, since those may be
the only practical standards possible. While very useful and more immune to repeatability problems
than some other methods, these approaches do make assumptions about the fixture in terms of
electrical length and types of impedance deviations within the fixture. If not properly mitigated,
these problems can sometimes outweigh the other advantages. This workshop will discuss how the
advantages and limitations arise and show, through the use of practical measurement coupon boards,
how large the deviations can be and how potential issues can be mitigated through the use of
different analysis bandwidths, (reasonable) data extrapolation, phase range control and simple
standards modifications. In terms of extracted fixture insertion losses, a significant unaddressed
impedance change could result in multiple dB errors that can be reduced to well under 1 dB with
steps that do not require additional element fabrication or design work.
Dr. J. Martens is with Anritsu and has over 20 years of experience is measurement system architecture
design, algorithm development and high-speed circuit design.
Amplifier Design
Room: Room 109
Advanced Load Pull for Linear Power Amplifier Design
Andy Hughes, NI AWR Group
Modern modulation schemes have high peak to average power ratios (PAPR) that can drive a power
amplifier deep into saturation, leading to distortion that results in spectral spreading of the signal
causing adjacent channel interference. The linearity/efficiency problem can be overcome with a
variety of methods including the use of high compression-point PAs, amplifier linearization
techniques and proper impedance matching as determined through load-pull analysis.
Load pull analysis sweeps the impedance presented to a device, measuring performance, and plotting
the resultant performance contours. Recently EDA tools have added capabilities to deal with complex
sets of load pull data. This presentation shows how these new features support digitally-modulated
communication measurements such as ACPR, EVM and BER can be contoured, to provide further
impedance optimization and provide insight to the impact of varying load conditions.
Andy Hughes is a Solutions Architect with NI, AWR Group. He works with current and potential
customers to provide guidance and assistance with NI/AWR's EDA software in modelling their advanced
Microwave & RF circuit and system designs. The role requires in-depth understanding of passive and
active circuits, design flows, and the capabilities of linear, nonlinear, EM simulation, and system
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simulation tools. Through 30 years working in many disciplines of RF & Microwave design, plus
programming experience, Andy has considerable understanding of product development, the techniques
used in RF/microwave design, and how to best exploit EDA software to produce accurate simulations
and reduce re-work and time to market. Andy received his Bachelor of Science degree in Electronic
Engineering from University of Leeds in 1984. He has held various engineering and engineering
manager roles including Marconi, and Cobham Tactical Communications & Surveillance, before joining
AWR in 2013.

Tuesday, September 12, 2017 • 4:30 - 5:30
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
The Ferrari of Amplifiers: How can we maneuver around the current challenges facing high
performance GaN
Patrick Hindle,
This panel session explores the challenges and solutions for high performance GaN amplifiers
including substrate choice (SiC versus Si versus diamond), packaging and thermal issues, space
qualification, high efficiency design techniques (envelope tracking versus various outphasing
techniques) and reducing overall SWAP-C. Experts from Raytheon, BAE, and others. Moderated by
Patrick Hindle. Sponsored by The Microwave Journal.
Expert Panelists from Raytheon, BAE, ADI, MACOM, Integra, Qorvo:
Tom Kazior, Engineering Fellow, Raytheon
Scott Sweetland, Director, Advanced Microwave Products, BAE Systems
Keith Benson, Director of RF/MW Amplifier Products, ADI
Tim Boles, Technology Fellow, MACOM
Gabriele Formicone, Director RF Transistor Design, Integra Technologies
Matt Poulton, Director of Design Engineering for High Performance Solutions, Qorvo

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 9:00 - 9:30
5G Advanced Communications
Room: Room 107
Massive MIMO and “beamforming”: The signal processing behind the 5G buzzwords
Claire Masterson, Analog Devices
Our thirst for high-speed mobile data is insatiable. As we saturate the available RF spectrum in dense
urban environments it’s becoming apparent that there’s a need to increase the efficiency of how we
transmit and receive data from wireless base stations.
Base stations consisting of large numbers of antennas that simultaneously communicate with
multiple spatially separated user terminals over the same frequency resource are one option to
achieve this efficiency saving. This technology is often referred to as Massive MIMO (multiple input
multiple output).
You may have heard of Massive MIMO described as beamforming with a large number of antennas.
But this raises the question… what is “beamforming”? Most people think of it as steering a ‘lobe’ of
power towards a particular user. But in order fully understand the power of massive MIMO,
beamforming needs to be considered in a more general sense and the term may be more misleading
than helpful.
In real world systems data transmitted between an antenna and a receiver (and vice versa)
undergoes filtering from the surrounding environment. The signal may be reflected off buildings and
these reflections will have an associated delay, attenuation and direction of arrival. It turns out that
these non-direct transmission paths can be harnessed as a power for good if the spatial channel
between antenna elements and user terminal can be characterised. This channel information can be
used to precode the data transmitted from the antenna array so that multipath signals will
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coherently add at the user terminals position. It can also be used to linearly combine the data
received by the antenna array RF paths.
There are practical considerations such as synchronisation of the RF signal chains, power and density
concerns as well as calibration for temperature related phase drift.
Claire Masterson is a systems applications engineer in the Communication Systems team at Analog
Devices in Ireland working on systems implementation, software development and algorithm
development. Claire received a BAI and PhD from Trinity College Dublin and joined ADI in 2011 after
graduating.
Radar/Defense
Room: Room 108
EM/Circuit Co-simulation of T/R Front-end Module and Actively Scanned Antenna Array
John Dunn, NI
The impedance at input of a phased array antenna will vary as the antenna beam is steered in various
directions. This presents different load impedances for the RF front-end circuitry controlling the
phase and amplitude of the signals driving each element in the array, thereby impacting the signal
delivered to the antenna, affecting the antenna pattern.
New capabilities in circuit/EM co-simulation capture the coupling between the antenna and the
circuit directly. The designer identifies the antenna data source, the circuit schematic driving the
antenna, and the measurement under consideration, for example the power radiated over scan angle.
This presentation will illustrate the concept with a number of interesting examples in phased arrays,
where the antennas are simulated in both 3D planar and 3D finite-element electromagnetic
simulators but could also be represented with measured data of actual antenna hardware.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 109
Signal Integrity Methodology for Double-Digit Multi-Gigabit Interfaces
Ken Willis, Cadence
As data rates for serial link interfaces such as PCI Express Gen4 move into the double digits, device
modeling, interconnect modeling, and analysis methodologies must continue to evolve to address the
shrinking design margins and increasingly challenging compliance criteria facing today’s engineers.
To mitigate risk and optimize designs, it is critical to move analysis as far upstream as possible, to
enable trade-offs, feasibility studies, component selection, and constraint capture.
Accurate modeling of SerDes transmitter and receiver equalization in the link are paramount to
obtaining realistic simulation results, including the complex adaptive equalization that is present in
nearly all high data rate serial links. Interconnect modeling also faces new challenges, with via arrays
requiring full wave 3D solutions in order to accurately characterize their complex via stub and
coupling behavior, threatening to drive extraction times from minutes to hours or days. After
simulation, interface-specific post-processing is often required to check transmitter, channel, and
receiver compliance criteria.
This session will present methodologies for creating a “virtual prototype” of your serial link predesign, and show how to create the associated interconnect and SerDes models that go with it. We
will review how to utilize IBIS-AMI models, and how to build your own if they are not available when
you need them. It will also show you the latest interconnect extraction techniques to give you “full
wave accuracy where you need it” while keeping computational times in control, and how to use
standards-based compliance kits to automate post-layout analysis and sign-off for advanced
interfaces like PCI Express Gen 4.
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Ken Willis is a Product Engineering Architect for SI Solutions at Cadence Design Systems. He has over 25
years of experience in the modeling, analysis, design, and fabrication of high-speed digital circuits. Prior
to Cadence, Ken held engineering, marketing, and management positions with the Tyco Printed Circuit
Group, Compaq Computers, Sirocco Systems, Sycamore Networks, and Sigrity.
EMC/EMI
Room: Room 110
Shielding Effectiveness Simulation of SMT EMI Gaskets
Chris Kerwien, W'L' Gore & Associates
Shielding and radiated emission of packaged electronic devices is a major concern as device density
and the probability of unwanted coupling increases. IEEE standards such as IEC 61000-4-21 or
ASTMD-4935 outline measuring test techniques to quantify shielding effectiveness of methods to
reduce EMI emissions including the use of gaskets/sealants to secure the enclosure mounting and are
used here. This paper reviews a gasket shielding effectiveness methodology including a simulation to
help define the gasket configuration that maximize shielding effectiveness. A rectangular
compressible gasket manufactured by W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. is used to demonstrate this
method. An ETS-Lindgren reverberation chamber is used to measure the radiated emissions of the
gasket configurations. ANSYS HFSS, a full wave Finite Element Method (FEM) electromagnetic
simulation solver is used to simulate the geometry and verify the measured results of each gasket
configuration.
Christopher Kerwien is an Electrical Engineer at W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. focused on high-voltage
characterization of dielectric films and capacitors, including electromagnetic simulation and modeling.
He has a BSEE and BS Mathematics from the University of Delaware and is completing an MSECE from
the University of Delaware.
Charlotte Blair, PhD. is a Lead Application Engineer for ANSYS Inc.. She received her BS in Electrical
Engineering at Rutgers-College of Engineering and her MS and PhD in Electrical Engineering from New
Jersey Institute of Technology. She has supported electromagnetics simulations using industry known
tools for over 10 years. Her real world experience extends from design of laser diode transmit modules
to design of filters for wireless communications applications.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 9:00 - 10:00
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 111
New Technologies to Address Wideband Signal Generation and Analysis
Gregory Bonaguide, Rohde & Schwarz
The modern information age feeds on data. Worldwide demand for wireless devices has been
explosive, driving wireless providers to seek higher operating frequencies, wider transmission
bandwidths, and innovative high-efficiency modulation techniques to satisfy this hunger. These
technology trends impact not only terrestrial and space-borne communications and data networks,
but extend to automotive and aerospace/defense RADAR as well.
As applications migrate from crowded microwave bands to sparsely utilized mm-wave spectrum to
accommodate wider-bandwidth modulation schemes and higher data rates, engineers must confront
significant technical challenges, including difficult-to-achieve mm-wave power levels and RF power
added efficiency (PAE), frequency and phase stability, and phase noise. Similarly, as instantaneous
operating bandwidths increase, engineers must deal with amplitude and phase equalization across
GHz-wide operating channels. In addition, amplifier non-linear compression effects compromise
digital modulation and demodulation performance, as revealed through measurement parameters
like error vector magnitude (EVM) and adjacent-channel power ratio (ACPR).
This workshop addresses the emerging challenges posed by wideband, high frequency signal
generation and analysis applications and explores cutting-edge test and measurement solutions like
VSAs with high-IF super-heterodyne architectures operating up to 86 GHz (without external mixers)
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and up to 2 GHz instantaneous bandwidth; radically innovative phase-noise measurement
architectures employing digital FM demodulators for phase detection and frequency tracking at
speeds which outperform conventional PLL architectures by an order of magnitude or more; and
VSGs combining real-time baseband coding with phase-locking for precise amplitude and phase
control among multiple generators for critical wideband, digitally-modulated MIMO or steerable
array applications. Attendees will emerge with a better understanding of the challenges and trends
driving today’s wireless technologies, and the test and measurement community’s responses to
them.
Greg Bonaguide is a Senior Product Line Engineer for Rohde & Schwarz, specializing in Spectrum
Analyzers and Vector Network Analyzers. He has worked in the RF & Microwave field since 1982 in
roles involving Design, Systems Engineering, and Test & Measurement. His experience includes stints
with both Commercial and Aerospace/Defense companies such as the American Radio Relay League,
Cubic Corporation, E-Systems, GTE Spacenet, Raytheon, and Philips Semiconductors. He holds Masters
Degrees in both Electrical Engineering and Engineering Management from the University of South
Florida, and has published in journals such as QST, the ARRL Handbook, Microwaves & RF, Test &
Measurement World, and Evaluation Engineering. He has also authored and delivered several
MicroApps presentations at past IEEE-MTT shows. He served on the 2016 EDI CON Technical Advisory
Committee, was co-chairman for the 2014 International Microwave Symposium (IMS) Microwave
Application Seminars (MicroApps), and served as Chairman of the IEEE Florida West Coast Section
MTT/AP/ED Societies (1999-2000).

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 9:40 - 10:10
5G Advanced Communications
Room: Room 107
Simulation of BER, EVM and ACPR Performance Under Proposed 5G Modulation Waveforms
Andy Hughes, NI AWR Group
This paper demonstrates the use of 5G candidate waveform FBMC modulator and demodulator,
impact of convolutional encoding on BER performance, and use of a 64QAM mapper/demapper. This
example shows how a link with channel coding and FBMC modulation can be setup to analyze BER
performance. The BER meter at the end of the link controls the power sweep of the AWGN channel
and automatically compares the received digital data with the output of random digital source block.
Further analysis includes EVM and ACPR measurements for a 5G link similar to Verizon's preliminary
5G specifications for 28GHz operation (http://www.5gtf.org/). The link includes FBMC modulator
and demodulator, linear preamplifier, phase noise model, and a nonlinear power amplifier. In this
case, the FBMC modulator output power is swept from -12 to 12 dBm at 2dBm steps. The
progression of transmit spectrum, PA output spectrum, and received IQ constellation can be
observed while the simulation is running.
Simulation & Modeling
Room: Room 108
Applications of Additive Manufacturing to Defense Electronics Systems
William VILLERS, TEN TECH LLC
This presentation will discuss the additive manufacturing techniques applied to airborne electronics
enclosure. Initial perceived benefits and actual findings, along with comparative cost and feasability
studies will be presented.
William VILLERS is co-founder, CTO and Director of Engineering at TEN TECH LLC, an ITAR-registered
engineering services company headquartered in Southern California with operations in Massachusetts,
specializing in mechanical engineering design, analysis and physical testing.
William is a 25-year veteran of the aerospace and defense industry, with an ABD Doctorate in
Mechanical Engineering from the Mediterranean Institute of Technology in Marseille. His expertise is in
structural dynamics, shock, vibration, fluid dynamics and thermal analysis of mechanical systems, with
a specialty in defense electronics systems.With experience in both Europe and the United States, working
for major corporations such as Airbus and EDS, William has enjoyed a continuously growing and
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successful career in engineering and engineering management. Over the course of his career he has been
part of or directed engineering activities for high-profile aerospace and defense programs such as
NH90, Ariane 5, JPL MER & MSL and JSF.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 109
Address DDR5 Design Challenges with IBIS-AMI models
Todd Westerhoff, SiSoft
DDR5 memory is slated to run at speeds from 3200 MT/s to 6400 MT/s. These speeds are well into
the range where Tx/Rx equalization is used to ensure reliable signal transmission in serial channel
applications. DDR5 is expected to make use of these techniques (FIR, CTLE, DFE) to improve signal
quality when the final DDR5 specification is published.
While DDR5 signaling speeds have reached the point traditional SerDes speeds, there are a number
of significant differences between DDR and serial channel applications:
• Shorter channels with more discontinuities and reflections
• Multiple driver / receiver combinations
• Multiple signal terminations
• Signal ended signaling
• Variable topologies (DIMMs present or absent)
• Long stubs
• Short transmission bursts followed by network I/O reconfiguration
At first, application of SerDes equalization techniques and AMI models seems like an obvious
approach to improving DDR5 signal quality. A closer inspection reveals that the design problems
incurred by DDR5 topologies are quite different than the signaling challenges that SerDes
equalization techniques were originally designed to overcome. However, thoughtful application of
AMI models and AMI simulation techniques can highlight which DDR5 signal quality issues are
significant and what techniques can best be used to overcome them.
This paper will look at the challenges of achieving reliable data transmission for a DDR5 data net
operating at a variety of speeds. We will show how AMI-style analysis can be used to identify which
data transfers are the limiting factors in high speed performance and what equalization / modeling
techniques can be used to address them.
Todd Westerhoff, VP Semiconductor Relations at SiSoft, has over 38 years of experience in modeling
and simulation, including 20 years of signal integrity experience. He is responsible for SiSoft's activities
working with semiconductor vendors to develop high-quality simulation models. Todd has been heavily
involved with the IBIS-AMI modeling specification since its inception. He has held senior technical and
management positions for Cisco and Cadence and worked as an independent signal integrity consultant.
Todd holds a B.E.E.E. degree from the Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey.
EMC/EMI
Room: Room 110
Shielding Effectiveness Comparison of Small Sized Board-Level Shields Obtained by Near and
Far-Field Measurement Techniques
Mohammad Ali Khorrami, Laird Tech
In modern mixed-signal systems consisting of high-speed digital circuitries and RF receivers with
compact form-factors, RF desensitization of the analog radios is well-known problem. The RF
interference aggravates as: (a) digital systems with faster rise times and higher data rates emerge,
and (b) the stand-alone sensitivity of radio receivers increases. To mitigate the RFI problem, the
application of board level shields on noisy digital ICs is very popular. However, these small sized (less
than 10 cm) shields usually contain small apertures and openings which are necessary for various
reasons as thermal management, epoxy injection, and reflow soldering. Therefore, it is important to
quantify the effectiveness of these cavities at their vicinity.
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Shielding effectiveness (SE) of cavities inside semi-anechoic and reverberation chambers are
common practice. However, these techniques measure the received signals at the far field of the
shields at popular RF band frequencies, such as WiFi and GPS. Recently, the stripline test fixture
(recommended by IEC 61967-8 and developed for measurement of IC radiations between 150 KHz to
3 GHz) is being used for the SE measurements of the small cavities. However, the placement of the
shield inside the strip-line test fixture degrades its VSWR due to added capacitance. Therefore,
additional optimization of the test fixture is needed to handle the SE measurement.
In this paper, a stripline test fixture is developed to measure the near field radiations of small board
level shields up to 4 GHz. The design is handled through full wave simulations and additional time
domain reflectometry modeling of the discontinuities along the strip-line and shield assembly.
Additionally, the measurements of near field radiations are performed using the designed strip-line
test fixture. Next, far-field measurements are performed in an anechoic chamber to compare the
measured near-field results to their counterparts at the far-field. Finally, the results from full wave
electromagnetic solver are compared to the measured values.
It is concluded that new techniques are needed to correctly predict the performance of a board level
shield in the near-field. Additionally, different behaviors of the cavities in the near and far field
regions are described here.
Mohammad Ali Khorrami received M.S. and PhD in Electrical Engineering from Tehran Polytechnique
University, and University of Arkansas in 2008 and 2014, respectively. He is currently working as a
Scientist in Laird Technologey Corporation. His major interests are signal and power integrity of high
speed digital circuits, and Electromagnetic Compatibility. He is the recipient of Young Scientist Award
from International Union of Radio Science (URSI) General Assembly in 2008.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 10:10 - 11:10
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 111
Phase Noise - New Architecture for Phase Noise Measurements with Unparalleled Accuracy
and Speed
Neil Jarvis, Rohde & Schwarz
Phase noise can be a limiting parameter on system performance of many types of systems. As radar
precision and communication data rates (and correspondingly, modulation complexity) have
increased, low phase noise oscillators and instrumentation to accurately generate and measure
extremely low phase noise has never been more important. This workshop focuses on different
approaches, concepts and architectures to generate signals with low phase noise and how to perform
accurate and fast measurements.
There are several concepts of measuring phase noise and each has a different level of cost,
complexity, measurement speed, and ability to attain a certain accuracy. We will contrast different
techniques, such as the direct spectrum analyzer-, phase detector-, phase detector with cross
correlation- and delay line discriminator method.
We will also introduce a new technique using direct down-conversion, analog I/Q mixers and
baseband signal sampling that provides extremely high measurement sensitivity and speed for phase
noise measurements. The technology allows to measure phase noise as low as -183 dBc/Hz with a
100 MHz carrier frequency and 10 kHz within two minutes. CW, Additive and Pulsed Phase Noise,
Pulsed-Additive Phase Noise, and AM Noise measurements can be performed as easily and
simultaneously.
Neil Jarvis is known for his expertise in RF and microwave design, specializing in Vector Network
Analysis and Spectrum Analysis. In his more than 22 years of experience in design engineering, test
engineering and product development he's held positions with National Semiconductor, Tagent
Corporation, Northrop Grumman Corporation, and Agilent Technologies. In addition to his degrees in
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Math, EE, Technology Management and Systems Analysis, Neil holds multiple patents in RFID
technology.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 10:20 - 10:50
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Frequency Matters Theater Keynote: 3 Critical Considerations for 5G Wireless Network
Antennas
Ray Butler, Commscope
5G Americas has been working toward developments for 5G requirements over the past three years
and the future antenna systems will be key to managing network performance. The RAN and RF path
will be critical in the arrival of 5G, with the need for a high signal to noise ratio for enhanced mobile
broadband. Base station antennas, like speakers on a high-fidelity sound system, are critical to
providing a high-performance signal and exceptional user experience. These antennas have evolved
in parallel as wireless technology has evolved from 2G, 3G and 4G, and is on the road to 5G. The
variety, complexity and application of base station antennas have increased exponentially, as have
the number of frequency bands used by wireless network operators. Join this session for a high-level
view of antenna technology and how antennas will evolve for 5G.
Ray Butler is vice president of Wireless Network Engineering at CommScope, responsible for wireless
technical sales leadership in outdoor Radio Frequency (RF) products. Having served on the Board of
Governors at 5G Americas, Ray and Commscope often contribute to the highly regarded white papers for
the association. Previously, Ray led the Research & Development team responsible for base station
antennas, filters, combiners, remote radio heads and RF power amplifiers. He also worked for Andrew
Corporation as vice president of base station antennas engineering, and systems engineering and
solutions marketing, respectively.
With 30 years of experience in wireless communications, Ray has served as director of national RF
engineering with AT&T Wireless and vice president of engineering, research and development, and
international operations at Metawave Communications, a smart antenna company. Ray was technical
manager of systems engineering for Lucent Technologies Bell Laboratories, having also held other
management positions responsible for the design of RF circuits, filters and amplifiers. He holds three
patents related to smart antennas, and four additional RF path related patents are now pending.
Ray holds a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering from Brigham Young University and a
master of science in electrical engineering from Polytechnic University. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi
national engineering honor society and Eta Kappa Nu national electrical engineering honor society.
5G Advanced Communications
Room: Room 107
MIMO and Beam Steering Modeling in Support of 5G Applications
John Dunn, NI
In this talk we show the new, improved MIMO and beam steering model elements in detail, using
examples of the models being used in realistic systems. Highlights of the models include:
• Inclusion of individual antenna patterns for array models.
• Coupling of nearby elements can be included.
• Modeling of different array geometries, including imperfections and defects of elements.
• Different impedances for different inputs to the array.
• Different RF links for each element. The RF link can include filter and amplifier
characteristics.
The most recent beam steering behavioral model technologies provides accurate characterization for
a corporate feed type of architecture. The power going to each element is specified, along with the
desired beam angle and observation angle. The model automatically calculates the phase of the input
power required for each element, and gives the user the array performance. Two elements can be
placed end-to-end to model a complete transmit and receive chain.
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The MIMO model gives the user the flexibility of further defining the RF link to each antenna
element. For example, different filters and amplifiers could be used for each element. A common
application would be studying requirements for amplifier performance in an array where the center
elements are being excited at higher power.
The talk includes a number of practical examples commonly encountered by the RF systems
engineer.
Amplifier Design
Room: Room 108
Addressing Phase Noise Challenges in Radar and Communication Systems
Paul Blount, Custom MMIC
Phase noise is rapidly becoming the most critical factor addressed in sophisticated radar and
communication systems. This is because it is the key parameter defining target acquisition in radars
and spectral integrity in communication systems. There are many papers detailing the mathematical
derivation of phase noise but few mention the reasons for its importance. In this paper, we discuss
the importance of phase noise, and what can be done to lessen its effects in microwave systems.
Topics include:
• What is Phase Noise?
• Why do we care about Phase Noise?
• Amplifiers and Phase Noise
Paul Blount founded Custom MMIC in 2006 and has served as its CEO and CTO since its inception. His
primary focus was to develop products that solve the issues encountered by engineers as they try to
build state of the art systems. To that end he has been instrumental in the creation of 6 product lines amplifiers, switches, mixers, attenuators, phase shifters, and multipliers. Key features within these
products are positive gain slopes, all positive bias operation, low phase noise, and high integration. He
was awarded the Army Achievement Award in 2011 for his work on lowering the power dissipation of
low noise amplifiers in phased array systems by an order of magnitude.
Prior to Custom MMIC, Paul worked designing MMICs for Hittite Microwave, Alpha Industries
(Skyworks), and Thorn EMI Electronics. He is a US citizen. His education includes a BEng from Brunel
University and an MSc from University College London.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 109
Method to Analyze Low-Margin, High-Speed SERDES Channels
Granthana Rangaswamy, Juniper Networks
Ever increasing data-rate has made signal integrity the quintessential requirement of any high-speed
channel design. Even the slightest channel impairment can degrade the performance, resulting in
increased bit error rate (BER). Maintaining the minimum BER is important to achieve the target data
rate. SERDES I/O data-rates are increasing in a manner reminiscent of Moore’s Law. Enabling >
25Gbps NRZ or +50Gbps PAM-N system is extremely challenging because of sensitive channels with
multiple connectors, vias, increased receiver sensitivity to noise sources, clock jitter, etc. It is
paramount to understand the limitations of the SERDES transmitter and receiver and design a
channel accordingly. This paper identifies the pitfalls of channel impairments.
Firstly, a design target based on system requirements such as channel length, topology and connector
pinout is determined. Test boards are built for few specific probable channels based on the design
target to measure the actual channel characteristics. Simulation setup is then created by performing
TDR and VNA correlation between the measured and simulated channels. Generic SERDES models
are used for both measured and simulated channel to determine the channel margin. Then an
extensive design of experiment is done by varying the channel length, impedance, via depth, antipad,
noise sources, receiver sensitivity to determine the actual system margin. This approach allows us to
accurately predict the channel margin for each and every link in the system much before the system
is actually built and hence significantly reducing the time to market.
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The advantage of this method is that we are not relying on uncorrelated Serdes or channel models
and instead we are building an accurate correlated pre-layout simulation setup for very sensitive,
low margin channels. The paper shows the different parameters and the method used for correlation
(Insertion loss, Insertion loss deviation, Impedance based on TDR). The simulation model is used
with generic SERDES models to determine the channel margin along with the predicted BER. An
extensive design of experiment is performed for all 32 channels in the system to accurately
determine the prelayout channel margin and BER.
Granthana Rangaswamy, of Juniper Networks, is a seasoned technologist and leader, with a proven
track record of delivering high speed design products for a wide range of server and client platforms. 15
years of experience in Signal integrity and Power Integrity, mentoring and motivating teams working
on High Speed Links. Present focus is on designing high speed boards with PAM4 Serdes at 50Gbps+
speeds at Juniper Networks. Developed and productized several platforms at Intel. Lead the Mobile I/O
group at Intel. Strong technical skills and extensive experience with design feasibility analysis, link
simulation and optimization, Signal Integrity, Power Integrity, pre/post tape-out activities, design
methodology, post-silicon debug, , system bring up and productization of multi-million dollar products.
Mobile Front End Design
Room: Room 110
Miniature Broadband Antenna for Wireless Handheld Device
Edward Liang, MCV Microwave
This paper steps through the trade-offs and materials/technologies decisions required for the design
of a broadband antenna suitable for wireless handheld applications. In traditional designs, a small
triplexer is used to combine three frequency bands covering 698~960MHz, 1427~2200MHz and
2300~2690MHz in a wireless handset. It is desirable if a single antenna capable of covering the
entire frequency range from 698 to 2690MHz can be used as it not only simplifies RF front-end
design but also reduces overall circuit size. In this presentation and paper, we evaluate a bowtie
antenna on ceramic design that exhibits a wideband ratio of 1 to 5. We found that employing a circuit
matching technique further enhances the bandwidth in an antenna structure constructed on a high Q
ceramic material. The fundamental operation mechanism of this miniature broadband antenna is
described.
Edward Liang, a co-founder of MCV Microwave in San Diego, California received his PhD in Ceramic
Science from Penn State, is an active participant in dielectric resonator development for RF/Microwave
filter and antenna applications. His interests span over ultra-narrow band and ultra-wide band
components used in UHF, LTE, X and K band frequencies. He teaches energy storage at UCSD extension
for three years since 2014. Edward holds.two patents in tunable components.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 11:00 - 11:30
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Demystifying PLL Loop Filter Architectures
Jeff Blake, Harris Corporation
Building PLLs has become much easier over the years, with watts of power being replaced by
milliwatts, and cubic inches being replaced by cubic centimeters or even millimeters.
However, properly designing the loop, specifically the loop filter, can still be shrouded in mystery,
riddled with approximations, and mired by unnecessarily complicated equations. Proper loop filter
design is key to effective loop performance, but it doesn't have to be complex, and it doesn't even
need a computer.
This presentation will present an intuitive, time-tested, block diagram approach, with simple, exact
equations presented for effectively choosing a loop filter architecture and its values. I want to
answer the question, "How do I start? Where do I begin?" Massive, confusing equations featuring
mythical creatures such as "zeta", the "natural frequency", and non-existing time constants will be
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replaced by a few simple block diagrams featuring useful, real-world gains and a time constant or
two, all of which are directly related to the R's and C's of the circuit.
Some long-held beliefs will be proven to be false, relieving the user of unnecessary restraints and
complications. For example, whether the loop filter is "active" or "passive", by definition the block
diagrams are exactly the same. Presentation will be limited to the very ubiquitous type-2, 2nd-order
loop, providing clarity and understanding in choosing the appropriate approach for both synthesis
and analysis. Computer simulation and analysis is not necessary to come up with the optimum
design, and the material presented will enable immediate application.
Jeff Blake,BSEE/MSEE, has been involved in RF and analog hardware design for almost 40 years, both
military and commercial. Most recent involvement has been in the development of agile, low-noise
frequency sources and transceivers for military applications.
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Iterative Direct Digital Predistortion (DPD)
Laura Sanchez, Rohde & Schwarz
Digital predistortion (DPD) is a common method to linearize the output signal of a power amplifier
(PA), which is being operated in its non-linear operating range.
Most PAs operate in their non-linear range for efficiency reasons. The drawback of higher efficiency
is the non-linear operating range. In order to maintain signal quality, many transmitters employ DPD.
Implementing real-time DPD in a transmitter is a challenging task and often ends in PA models,
which are specific to the signal transmitted. Even though these complex models are required for
transmitter development, they are not needed during PA verification and development.
This paper describes an approach to generate a predistorted signal based on a hard-clipper. The
resulting waveform pushes the output of the DUT as close to the hard-clipper as possible.
Due to the waveform approach, the algorithm compensates all memory effects.
Laura Sanchez is Product Manager for signal and spectrum analyzers at Rohde & Schwarz in Munich
(Germany) since 2012. During her 17 years’ experience in the RF and telecommunications industry, she
has worked as an RF engineer, engineering team leader and product manager for major equipment
manufacturers and network operators in several European and Asian countries. She holds an
engineering degree in electronics, specialized in telecommunication systems, from the Polytechnic
University of Madrid (Spain) and has carried out her diploma thesis at the University of Applied Sciences
in Mannheim, Germany.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 108
Transmit LO Leakage (LOL) – An Issue of Zero IF That Isn’t Making People Laugh Out Loud
David Frizelle, Analog Devices
There are several major advantages to the Zero-IF architecture, however there are also some
challenges that need to be overcome. Transmit Local Oscillator Leakage (referred to as Tx LOL) is one
such challenge. Uncorrected, Tx LOL will produce an unwanted emission within the desired
transmission, possibly breaking system specifications. This article discusses the issue of Tx LOL and
examines the techniques used to eliminate it. If Tx LOL can be reduced to a low enough level that it
no longer causes system or performance issues, perhaps people can learn to Laugh Out Loud about
LOL!
Dave Frizelle works as an applications manager in the Transceiver Product Group at Analog Devices
Limerick supporting the integrated transceiver family of products. He has worked at ADI since
graduation in 1998. His previous engineering roles include six years working in Japan and Korea
supporting the development and designing of ADI components into advanced consumer products.
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Frank Kearney works as algorithm development manager in the Communication Systems Engineering
team at Analog Devices Limerick. He has worked at ADI since graduation in 1988. He recently returned
from China where he held the position of senior applications manager for the systems engineering team
in Asia Pacific. He is currently a doctorial candidate at University College Dublin.
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 109
Debugging High Speed SERDES Links in Multi-Board Interconnect Systems
Syed Bokhari, Fidus Systems Inc.
High-speed SERDES interfaces operating at data rates in excess of 5 Gbps are common today and
their implementation on single printed circuit boards, and backplane systems is well understood.
Link budgets, channel operating margin (COM) parameters, eye diagram parameters are well
established and it is possible in most applications to have a high level of confidence in their
implementation for error free operation. The process typically consists of obtaining s-parameters for
all the elements that comprise the high speed link. For reasons of computational ease, it is a common
practice to partition a complex driver to receiver interconnect into smaller sections and compute or
measure the s-parameters of each section in isolation. For example, ASIC package, BGA breakout,
PCB traces in BGA pin field, PCB routing outside pin fields, PCB routing approaching connectors, AC
coupling capacitors, vias and board-to-board connectors are the most common sections. The sparameters of each individual section are typically checked for reciprocity, passivity and causality
and cascaded together to produce a composite link s-parameter data file. These values are then
compared to applicable COM parameters, namely, insertion loss (IL), insertion loss deviation (ILD),
return loss (RL) and insertion loss to crosstalk ratio (ICR). If the link values are found in the region
termed as the high confidence region, eye diagram simulation using IBIS –AMI models will confirm
error free link operation. If the COM parameters are either marginal, or violate COM requirements, it
is easy to identify the section or sections responsible for this and take corrective action where
possible.
A fundamental assumption made in computing s-parameters of a number of sections in cascade is
that the reference plane of each “section” must have a continuous low impedance connection to that
of the neighboring section. This is true for a single multi-layer PCB where solid ground planes are
used as reference for all PCB routing. It is also nearly true for backplane systems where the back
plane connectors have a “large number of ground pins”. In certain cases, this assumption can only be
approached approximately. This arises while dealing with high speed memory cards, for example the
Non Volatile Memory Express Solid State Drives (NVME SSD). Connector types and the number of
ground pins available may be minimal and consequently, a low impedance connection to the ground
plane may be difficult or impossible or to achieve. In such circumstances, it becomes critical to
ensure that a ground plane resonance does not occur in the frequency range of interest and to reduce
the mechanisms by which such a resonance can be excited effectively.
The occurrence of a ground plane resonance will show up as a dip in the insertion loss curve
provided that the complete path is either simulated or measured. It will not show up if the individual
sections are separately simulated or measured and then cascaded together. This will likely violate
the requirement on ILD, and will already be in indication of poor link performance. Secondly, the
presence of skew between the P and N members of a differential pair, can affect the amplitude and
position of these resonance dips. Printed circuit board fiber weave skew can make this effect worse.
The end result is an erratic behavior of the link performance that can vary from board to board.
In this presentation, results of measurements and simulations carried out on a printed circuit board
that was designed to support multiple SERDES interfaces at 16 and 25 Gbps will be reported. All
interfaces were generated by a single device which was capable of checking for (BER) Bit-Error-Rate
as well as displaying eye diagrams. The board interfaces were tested by the use of physical loopback
boards that simply connected the TX and RX lanes together.
One of the interfaces involved the M2 solid state drive (SSD) connector operating at 16 Gbps. Loop
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back operation of this interface showed erratic behavior. Some lanes showed data errors which
disappeared when the small PCB attached to this connector was not grounded. Measured internal eye
diagrams and the presence of errors as a function of the PRBS (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence) are
good indications of link insertion loss. For example, error free operation at PRBS 7 with errors
increasing as the order of the PRBS sequence is increased indicates the presence of resonance of
large variations in insertion loss deviation.
Simulations were carried out using Ansys HFSS 3D EM simulator to include important sections of the
main PCB to the SSD PCB interface. A resonance in the insertion loss at a frequency less than 8 GHz
was clearly seen. Near fields and current distribution plots showed high current density on the
ground plane and one connector ground pin at this frequency. Simulations of the ground plane of the
SSD showed the presence of resonance in the frequency range of interest. However, based on the
amplitude of the resonance and its location, it was not possible to correlate this with the dip in the
insertion loss observed. In a second simulation, the ground pins adjacent to the differential net that
traverses the two boards was simulated with a common mode signal. This simulation showed
resonances close to frequencies where the dips in the insertion loss were observed. This observation
indicates that even though a ground plane resonance may be present, it is its excitation by a common
mode current that is the main cause of erratic behavior. Consequently, one mitigation strategy
involves two criterion. The first is to ensure a low impedance connection to the ground planes of all
individual ground planes in a multi-board system. Secondly, ensuring that the common mode
content of differential pairs that traverse the two printed circuit boards must be minimized.
In this presentation, COM parameters and their impact on link performance will be reviewed. The
importance of ILD will be emphasized and simpler simulation procedures to detect resonances will
be presented.
Syed. A. Bokhari was born in Bangalore, India. He received the BE degree in Electronics Engineering
from the Visveswaraya College of Engineering of Bangalore University in 1980, The M.Sc.(Eng.) degree
in Electrical Communication Engineering from the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore, India in
1982 and the Ph.D. degree from the Department of Aerospace Engineering, IISc in 1986. He is currently
a Technical Manager of Signal Integrity and EMC at Fidus Systems Inc., Ottawa, Canada. Prior to this,
he has held positions of Senior Member of Consulting Staff at Cadence Design Systems (Canada) Ltd.,
Senior Research Associate at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Ottawa, Research
Associate at the Laboratory of Electromagnetism and Acoustics of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Lausanne, Switzerland, and Senior Research Fellow at IISc. He was the Technical Papers
Co-Chair of the 2016 IEEE EMC Symposium in Ottawa and is the chairman of the IEEE Ottawa EMC
Chapter. His areas of research interests include Printed Circuit Board design for Signal and Power
Integrity, and EMC, Numerical Methods in Electromagnetics, and Miniaturized Antennas. He has
published extensively in these areas and holds two patents.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 110
Introduction to Helical Antennas
Dan Orban, Orban Microwave Inc.
From humble laboratory beginnings, the axial-mode helical antenna has become indispensable in
terrestrial and space radio service. The robustness, versatility and ease of construction of the helical
antenna makes it one of the best choices for applications from VHF to microwave frequencies where
circular polarization is required. Large traveling wave variants yield wide feedpoint impedance
bandwidth and narrow main beams as well as quality circular polarization for use on spacecraft and
ground station installations.Small resonant quadrifilar helices sacrifice bandwidth for compactness
and hemispherical coverage suitable for portable and hand-held radio applications.
This presentation outlines the differences between the traveling wave and resonant helicals as well
as describing the situations where these antennas are applicable. Basic design guidelines for wire
and printed antennas are explained and some interesting physical properties are also highlighted. In
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this way, the audience comes away with a basic technical familiarity with this remarkable class of
antennas.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 11:40 - 12:10
Simulation & Modeling
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Multiphysics Simulation of the Challenges Facing Commercial Air Package Delivery Systems
Safa Salman, ANSYS
The ongoing challenge for electronic commerce companies is the need to optimize the order to
delivery process while minimizing failure. Companies are looking for the most efficient way to
deliver their goods to customers and the automation of this process is the solution. Unmanned aerial
vehicles, or drones, promise fast and highly individualized delivery of goods.
The presented work will demonstrate how to tackle the wide range of engineering challenges that
may be encountered at different stages of the drone-based delivery process. Specifically, an
electronic order is received at a nearby warehouse for order fulfillment. The delivery process starts
with the control unit receiving the electronic order. Once the order is received, several operations are
triggered and performed seamlessly to ensure fulfillment of the order. The control unit will call on an
idle robot to fetch the goods from their location in the warehouse through RFID tag tracking. Once
the goods have been retrieved from the correct shelf and transferred to the shipment area, the items
are packaged and delivery information will be printed and attached to the package. A drone will pick
up the package with the information communicated from the control unit about the delivery location.
An embedded GPS antenna will guide the drone to the target deliver area.
The aforementioned scenario is studied within a harsh RF environment. EMI and EMC problems are
identified and studied using ANSYS HFSS, SAVANT and EMIT. Channel integrity between the control
unit and the robot, RFID scanner, printer and drone are studied as well as interference from other RF
systems that may normally be found in this warehouse environment. Multi-Physics analysis is used
to ensure the system can perform under the different physical conditions. Behavioral models of the
air in a city are accounted for using ANSYS AIM and CFD and their effect on the drone as it flies to the
delivery location are studied. Combined, the work gives an overview of the challenges that can face
an e-commerce delivery systems and proposes a multiphysics-based solution for tackling these
problems.
Safa Salman was born in Baghdad, Iraq, in 1989. She received the B.S. degree (summa cum laude) from
the University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS, USA, in 2010 with an honors degree from the Sally McDonnell
Barksdale Honors College, Oxford, Mississippi. She received her M.Sc. and Ph.D. degree at the
ElectroScience Laboratory, The Ohio State University, OH, USA, in 2015. Her research areas included
Broadband arrays, biomedical applications of antennas, implanted antennas, ablation techniques and
wearable continuous time health monitoring sensors. Dr. Salman placed at first place in the annual
Kraus memorial student poster competition, received the ARO student paper competition scholarship at
the 11th international workshop on finite elements for microwave engineering, nominated for the 2010
Exxon Mobile Middle East & South Africa Scholarship and selected for the 2009–2010 Who’s Who
among students in American Universities and Colleges. She is a member of honor societies such as
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu and the National Society of Collegiate Scholars. She also
received the Taylor medal for her distinguished academic achievements. She lead the Ohio State team to
with the 2015 NIH NeuroStartup Challenge and placed second at the Ohio State Business Plan
Competition. Currently, she is working at ANSYS Inc's Irvine branch as an Application Engineer II.
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Signal Integrity
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Enabling Next-Generation Advanced Package Using System-in-Package Technology
surender singh, Cadence Design System
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The next-generation platforms running high-end computing systems, such as gaming, video
processing and Internet of things (IoT), require higher bandwidth, lower power, and a smaller form
factor. Shinko’s integrated thin film high density organic package (i-thop) technology, which is a new
packaging paradigm providing localized high-density interconnects between two or more die on an
organic package substrate, is a solution for these high-end computing systems that need high
memory bandwidth between the CPU and DRAM. In addition, to providing a low power and higher
bandwidth interconnects, this technology has a lower cost than other technologies.
This paper introduces heterogeneous 3D system-in-package (SiP) technology, which decouples the
transceiver die from the core die for a High Bandwidth Memory design (HBM). In this technology, the
transceiver and core die need not be manufactured on the same process node because the decoupled
transceiver sits next to the core die. The paper describes step by step process of implementing the
same for layout in a dense package and having routing Die to Die routing done on thin film organic
layers embedded on top of the substrate. The process involves handshaking of package-layout and
IC-layout to accomplish a complete package-design and manufacturing outputs.
Surender Singh received the M. Tech and Ph.D, in Electronic Communication and Instrumentation
Engineering respectively from the IASE University and Thapar University. From 2000-2006, Dr.
Surender held a Research Associate position at C-DOT, Delhi. From 2006-2013, he worked at Transwitch
Corporation, where he was Lead Member of Technical Staff of reference board design group. In January,
2014, he joined, Principal Design Engineer at Cadence Design System in DDR –IP Group.
His interest includes high-speed, IC package and Board design, biomedical applications of
electromagnetics and novel technique to improve SI/ EMC. He has authored several journals and
conference papers and presentations.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 1:00 - 1:40
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 108
Simplifying the Thermal Analysis of Microwave Systems
Jim Delap, ANSYS
Attendees will learn how electromagnetic analysis can be coupled to thermal and even computational
fluid dynamics simulation. This workflow will be applied to some basic RF/microwave problems.
High performance RF/microwave systems and components require operation in a real-world multiphysics environment. Real material properties are usually temperature dependent, and modern
multi-function systems are always operating under dynamic load conditions. Understanding the
interaction between multiple coupled physics is essential for an accurate system analysis. ANSYS
offers a comprehensive solution capable of performing bi-directional coupled analysis between
electromagnetics, thermal, and structural mechanics. Additionally, recent product advancements
simplify the connection between electromagnetics and CFD-based thermal analysis.
Jim DeLap is a Manager of Application Engineering for ANSYS supervising a group of High Frequency
Application Engineers. His background is in supporting ANSYS High Frequency Electromagnetic tools
including HFSS and SIwave. Prior to working at ANSYS, he designed many products ranging from
millimeter-wave mixers and antennas to integrated radios in the 20-60 GHz range. He has earned his
Master’s Degree from University of Virginia and has worked as a design engineer for companies such as
Millitech Corporation, Raytheon, and Agilent Technologies.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 109
From Milliwatts to Kilowatts: Advanced Material Science Enables high-temperature, HighPower Micro-Mechanical Switches
Chris Giovanniello, Menlo Micro
This presentation describes innovations made by Menlo Micro to increase the power handling of
micro mechanical switches by orders of magnitude. Born out of a decade-long effort at General
Electric's Global Research Center, Menlo Micro has brought to the market a series of technology
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innovations that have enabled us to reinvent one of the most essential and fundamental building
blocks required for nearly every electronic system imaginable -- the switch.
Driven by the extreme operating conditions required by General Electric's industrial businesses, the
GE team was led to look at the micro-mechanical switch from an entirely different perspective. That
different approach led to a deep understanding of failure modes, and in turn, the development of a
unique set of patented metal alloys and processing techniques that enable reliable operation without
sacrificing performance.
Some of the key attributes of the Menlo Micro switch technology include:
• Extremely Small Size. Menlo Micro switching elements are smaller than the width of a
human hair and are architected to be scalable, depending on the power ratings required.
They are so small we can fit hundreds of them in a space smaller than 10mm2.
• Solid-State Speeds. A typical mechanical switch might operate in a few milliseconds,
whereas Menlo Micro switches can operate 1000x faster, in only a few microseconds. This
can have enormous implications on systems that were previously limited in performance by
how fast they could reconfigure, or open and close critical circuits.
• Power Handling. This is an area where Menlo Micro completely throws conventional
wisdom out the window. When faced with the prospect of handling higher power levels,
most people think bigger. More mass, more metal, larger air gaps between conductors. We
took a different approach. We make everything smaller and move the electrical contacts
closer and closer together. Our miniaturized switches and scalable architecture allows us to
handle 100s of volts and 10s of amps without arcing.
• Reliability. When you are developing products to meet the needs of businesses that serve
markets like healthcare, aviation, and other mission-critical industrial applications,
reliability is not an after-thought, it's the primary design criteria. Our mechanical switching
device has lifetimes more than 1000x longer than traditional mechanical switches; not
millions of cycles, but billions of cycles without degrading performance.
Chris has more than 20 years of experience in electronic systems and semiconductor industries. As
Senior Vice President of Products, Chris oversees all aspects of technology innovation and leads product
development efforts. Prior to Menlo Micro, Chris was Vice President, Business Development for GE
Ventures. At GE Ventures, Chris was responsible for developing new programs and monetization
strategies for key technologies developed at General Electric’s R&D center in Schenectady, NY. He
employed strategies such as licensing, joint ventures, acquisitions and spinouts for programs covering
wireless, semiconductor, MEMS, and thermal management technology segments. Prior to GE, Chris
served in a variety of management and leadership positions over an 18-year career at Teradyne, world
leader in semiconductor test equipment. In his most recent role at Teradyne he was responsible for
building a new Services Solutions Business for Teradyne’s Global Service Organization, a full-vertical
supply-chain offering targeting emerging fabless semiconductor companies. Prior to that, Chris
alternated between multiple assignments in Europe, where he managed large teams of field application
engineers, and management positions within Teradyne’s product development organizations; defining
and developing new product roadmaps. Chris holds a BSEE from Tufts University and an Executive MBA
Certificate through Teradyne's Executive Leadership Program.
Room: Room 110
All-Electronic Phased Array Design Challenges
Peter Delos, Analog Devices, Inc.
While highly integrated analog beam steering core chips represent a significant step forward, there
are still lots of challenges associated with the design of all-electronic phased array radars. The
radar’s operating frequency and wavelength defines how much space is available per tile, creating
hard space limits on electronics that are in the same plane as the radar face . This presentation will
look at these and other challenges associated with designing all-electronic phased arrays. Topics that
will be covered will include analog vs. digital beam forming, beam-steering accuracy, channel-tochannel isolation, circuit board layout and establishing and maintaining channel synchronization.
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Peter Delos is a Technical Lead at Analog Devices, Inc., in the Aerospace and Defense Group. He received
his BSEE from Virginia Tech in 1990 and MSEE from NJIT in 2004. He has over 25 years of industry
experience. Most of his career has been spent designing advanced RF/Analog systems at the
architecture level, PWB level, and IC level. His career includes various positions in the Naval Nuclear
Power submarine program, and at Lockheed Martin, Moorestown, NJ, working on multiple Radar and
EW programs. In 2016, he accepted his current position with Analog Devices in Greensboro, NC. He is
focused on miniaturizing high performance Receiver, Waveform Generator, and Synthesizer designs for
Phased Array applications.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 1:00 - 2:00
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 111
Best Practices in Wafer-Level Millimeterwave and THz Testing
Chris Scholz, Rohde & Schwarz Inc. USA
Millimeterwave and THz components and devices are the fundamental building blocks of many
emerging technologies. As RF and millimeterwave CMOS becomes mainstream and enables an
unprecedented level of analog, mixed signals and digital integration, the required level of wafer-level
testing is rapidly increasing. Test engineers and technicians are faced with a multitude of challenges
that requires an ever increasing set of skills.
In this workshop, attendees will understand basic rules for laying out integrated circuits for
testability, learn how to probe wafers, calibrate their measurement system, perform accurate and
repeatable measurements and evaluate the quality of their measured results.
Chris Scholz specializes in high frequency characterization and signal integrity tests. With more than 20
years of experience he has held positions in Field Applications Engineering for high-speed serial
standards, led product development in integrated silicon photonics devices at Intel and as a research
faculty at GaTech working on millimeter Wave technology and equalizer ICs for fiber-optical
communications systems. In addition to a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering he also has an MS from
Georgia Tech and University of Braunschweig

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 1:00 - 2:30
5G Advanced Communications
Room: Room 107
PANEL: Bandwidth or Bust – Commercializing 5G mmWave Technology Today
Patrick Hindle,
This panel session explores the challenges and solutions to commercializing 5G mmWave
communications with today’s semiconductor and test technology. Experts from leading
semiconductor and test/measurement companies will discuss the latest innovations and results from
tests and trials.
Expert Panelists from Anokiwave, ADI, Qorvo, Anritsu, NI and R&S:
Shmuel Ravid, Chief Engineer, Anokiwave
Etienne Moulin, Director of Systems Engineering, Analog Devices
Scott Vasquez, Senior Product Line Manager, Qorvo
Walt Strickler, Product Marketing Manager, Anritsu
Michael Schneider, Principal Marketing Manager, National Instruments
Chris Scholz, North American Product Manager for VNAs, R&S
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Room: Room 108
RF Systems on Platforms
Gary Lytle, ANSYS
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Integration of RF systems on complex ISR/warfare platforms is significantly enhanced byvutilizing
advanced electromagnetic simulation. Challenges such as antenna element design, placement and cosite interference as well as the emerging challenges presented by new materials such as composites
can be solved with modern techniques. Simulation can be used to emulate complete installed
systems, beginning with antenna element design and that antennas installed performance on a
platform. This can be extended to include multiple antennas, characterizing the co-site couplings
between each emitter giving a full picture of the external electromagnetic atmosphere needed to
analyze each system's interaction. Once the full installed antenna couplings are modeled, wideband
transmitter emissions and receiver susceptibilities can be added to enable a complete and efficient
RF system co-site interference analysis and mitigation work flow for platforms involving dozens of
RF systems. Several examples of RF systems on helicopters and aircraft will be shown, and
combinations of multiscale analysis, complex materials, and multi-antenna systems will be
highlighted.
Gary Lytle is a Senior Application Engineer with ANSYS, Inc. He received a A.S. Degree in Electronic
Technology from the University of Phoenix, a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the University of
Southern Maine and an M.B.A. From Saint Joseph College of Maine. He served in the US Navy From
1997-2005 as a Submarine Electronics Technician on board USS La Jolla (SSN-701) and USS Providence
(SSN-719), continuing in the US Coast Guard Reserves as an Electronics Technician 2008 – Present.
Over the past 12 years he has worked at various companies as an RF filter and Antenna Array design
engineer being awarded 4 Patents. For the past 5 years he has focused on Simulation as a replacement
for hardware prototyping reducing time to deliver designs for over 50 different companies.
Room: Room 109
Highly Integrated RF and Digital Architectures: Challenges, Benefits, and Acceptance
A. Lorne Graves, Mercury Systems
Small, lightweight, and low power sensors will be a requirement for the Internet of Things,
commercial communications, and even military applications in the coming years. Everything from
smart appliances to sophisticated remotely piloted vehicles for military applications will use these
highly integrated Radio Frequency and Digital architectures.
In this presentation, Lorne Graves, Chief Technologist at Mercury Systems will cover a few of the
major challenges associated with integrating RF and digital architectures. He will discuss the
following challenges: miniature RF filter designs, RF isolation, Chip on Board manufacturing, data
conversion, digital signal processing, control processing, and open software interfaces. In this
presentation Lorne will also address how overcoming the challenges designated earlier can yield
benefits for the end user. He will illustrate how a small, fully functional Ultra-Wideband Software
Defined Radio can be realized.
Finally, Lorne will highlight the advances in miniaturized design techniques, protocols, software, and
manufacturing skills that provide the benefits from overcoming the challenges outlined early that
lead to the adoption of highly integrated RF and digital apparatus.
Mr. Graves currently serves as the Chief Technologist for Integrated RF, IF and Digital products at
Mercury Systems. He is the SME (Subject Matter Expert) for the scalable, modular, interoperable, and
affordable RF and Microwave products from Mercury Systems known as OpenRFM. He is a leading
technical authority in the field of Open Systems Architectures for DoD electronic systems. He has served
as the lead systems architect for Mercury Systems on several key Radar, SIGINT, and Electronic Warfare
programs working directly with various prime contractors. He has contributed on those programs
across all stages from proposal development and submission to deployment and field testing. He has
collaborated with various companies to develop Open Systems Architecture based systems for DRFMs
(Digital Radio Frequency Memory) used in many Electronic Attack Systems. He has achieved various
awards for his innovations while at Mercury systems including the award winning SCFE (VME and
Critical Systems magazine) product used in over 5 major EW and SIGINT platforms deployed today. He
brings over 20 years of systems level design experience across the RF and microwave, mixed signal (ADC
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& DACs), and digital domains (FPGA, DSP, µProcessors). Before joining Mercury in 2003, he was a
systems engineering leader for a major networking company. Prior to that, he served as both a Xilinx
and Altera Field Applications Engineer. Prior to his stint as an FAE Mr. Graves was in the mixed signal
and RF arena for the DoD. Mr. Graves earned his BSEE from the University of Alabama in Huntsville.
Room: Room 110
Arrow’s Arria10 SOC Data Acquisition Kit, Using Technology from Intel and Analog Devices
Robin Getz, Analog Devices Inc.
Learn the benefits of a complete JESD204B wideband data acquisition system, which is ready to use
out of the box.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 2:00 - 3:00
Signal Integrity
Room: Room 111
Signal Integrity Debugging Techniques using Vector Network Analyzer
Neil Jarvis, Rohde & Schwarz
Failures during product qualification testing can be time consuming to debug. Understanding simple
testing methodologies go a long way towards minimizing these risks. This presentation will review
the common SI characteristics of media, such as insertion loss or attenuation, delay, reflections,
crosstalk, and differential to common mode conversion. These characteristics are best described with
mixed mode s-parameters. S Parameters are most accurately characterized using a vector network
analyzer or VNA that are specifically designed for S Parameter measurements. Key elements
discussed will be:
• What is a Vector Network Analyzer?
• How will a VNA help with Signal Integrity?
• Differential Measurements
• Calibrating and (De)Embedding
• What is TDR?
• The VNA approach to TDR
Neil Jarvis is known for his expertise in RF and microwave design, specializing in Vector Network
Analysis and Spectrum Analysis. In his more than 22 years of experience in design engineering, test
engineering and product development he's held positions with National Semiconductor, Tagent
Corporation, Northrop Grumman Corporation, and Agilent Technologies. In addition to his degrees in
Math, EE, Technology Management and Systems Analysis, Neil holds multiple patents in RFID
technology.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 2:15 - 2:45
Signal Integrity
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
Analysis of a Simple CTLE optimization Algorithm for Lossy Channels
Ameya Ramdurgkar, University of Colorado Boulder
A Continuous Time Linear Equalizer (CTLE) filter is commonly used on lossy channels to increase the
usable data bandwidth. Most CTLE filters are defined by their zero and pole frequencies. In this
paper, we show a simple algorithm to select the zero frequency and the impact of the pole
frequencies when the channel is dominated by conductor or dielectric loss.
Ideal lossy channels are synthesized with well characterized features using Mentor Graphics
HyperLynx. The highest data rate the channel supports is based on when the deterministic jitter
exceeds 40% of the UI. These simulations are performed with Teldyne LeCroy's SI Studio. The CTLE
filter is then applied to the signal at the RX and the highest data rate is determined.
The surprising result is how much higher the maximum data rate extends when losses are conductor
loss dominated. This behavior is analyzed based on the channel and filter's responses in the
freuqency domain.
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We also validate a simple rule of thumb that suggests if you know the frequency where the
attenuation is -10 dB, in both the original channel's response and the equalized channel response,
you can estimate the maximum data rate the channel will support.
We then apply this algorithm to IEEE compliant channels defined by their measured S-parameters
and show the results are very consistent with the simulated channels.
Ameya Ramdurgkar received his MS in EE from the Univ of Colorado, Colorado Springs in Fall, 2015 and
his BS in EE in June 2011 from Drexel Univ, Philadephia, PA. He has been working on antenna design
and signal inegrity topics in the high speed serial links.
Eric Bogatin received his BS in Physics from MIT and his MS and PhD in physics from Univ of Arizona. He
is currently an Adjunct Prof at the Univeristy of Colorado, Boulder where he teaches signal integirty
graduate classes. He is also the editor of the SI Journal and Dean of the Teledyne LeCroy Signal Integrity
Academy.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 2:30 - 3:10
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 107
Addressing the Challenges of Multi-Channel Phase-Aligned or MIMO RF Systems
Michael Schneider, National Instruments
Many modern RF systems rely on the synchronized operation of multiple, simultaneous, wideband
RF channels—from MIMO communications to direction finding and electronic warfare systems. This
workshop explains best practices for guaranteeing system synchronization and reliable triggering,
achieving true phase coherence, and creating real-time, multi-channel processing configurations. We
also illustrate how to accelerate RF research by recording multi-channel RF data for post-processing.
After graduating from Texas A&M University with a degree in Electrical Engineering in 2000, Michael
Schneider started at National Instruments in 2000 as an Applications Engineer (AE). For the past 16
years, he has held many roles at NI including Product Manager for NI's Modular Instrumentation
business, Integration Manager working with several NI acquisition companies, Applications Marketing
Group Manager focused on delivering solutions to targeted industries, and Channel Partner
Development . Today he works as a Regional Marketing Manager focused on bringing new products to
market and growing NI's RF and Automated Test business.
Test & Measurement
Room: Room 108
110 GHz Spectrum Analysis in the Palm of Your Hand
Anritsu
This workshop will provide a brief overview of spectrum analysis and traditional spectrum analyzers
used by engineers and technicians involved in modern RF and microwave communications and will
demonstrate how Anritsu utilizes its patented non-linear transmission line technology to shatter the
cost, size, and performance barriers associated with these traditional spectrum analyzers.
Recent technology improvements in semiconductors, components, cable, connectors and test
equipment are now making it possible for millimeter wave frequencies to be used for low cost
commercial / consumer electronics.
You’ll learn how to apply these advantages in applications such as 5G technology development,
automotive radar, 802.11ad/WiGig, microwave links / E-band backhaul and perform all this with 110
GHz spectrum analysis instrument that fits in the palm of your hand.
Walt Strickler is a Sr. Business Development Manager at Anritsu. Prior to this, he was a Product
Marketing Manager at Anritsu responsible for Anritsu’s microwave VNAs, microwave analog signal
generators, power measurement products, and microwave components. Prior to that, he held several
positions in the test and measurement industry – most recently serving as Vice President of Business
Development at Giga-tronics. Mr. Strickler started his career as an engineer with National Aeronautics
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and Space Administration. He holds an MBA from the Weatherhead School of Management at Case
Western Reserve University and a BSEE from the University of Akron.
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 110
How ADI’s MEMS Switches Solve Difficult Problems in RF Test Instrumentation and Automatic
Test Equipment
Padraig Fitzgerald, Analog Devices, Inc.
This presentation describes Analog Devices new MEMS Switch technology that enables a switching
solution that has a 95% smaller form factor, 10 times lower power, 30 times faster switching speed,
significantly wider RF bandwidth and 10 times switching cycle lifetime improvement compared to RF
electromechanical relays that are commonly used in RF test instrumentation today. The MEMS
switch technology is a co-packaged solution with a built in driver IC that ensures best-in-class DC
precision and RF performance, and makes the switch extremely easy to use. The very high cycle
lifetime achieved by the MEMS switch is 10 times greater than typical electromechanical relays, this
lifetime extends automatic test equipment (ATE) system operating life and reduces costly downtime
caused by relay failures. Additionally, the small height of the QFN package allows designers to
surface-mount the devices on both sides of their ATE test boards to boost channel densities at
reduced cost and without expanding equipment footprint. The MEMS switch technology can realize
RF bandwidths in excess of 34GHz, this coupled with the switch being an ohmic contact switch means
there is no performance compromise down to 0Hz (DC). The MEMS switch technology delivers a
complete switching solution that will drive a new revolution in test system design.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 2:30 - 4:00
RF & Microwave Design
Room: Room 109
Panel: Solid-state RF Energy in 2017: How Far Have Applications Come and What Still Needs to
Be Attained?
Klaus Werner, RF Energy Alliance
Solid-state radio frequency (RF) technology used for heating and power delivery applications has
taken hold in the last couple of years in a number of markets and has given rise to the notion of RF
Energy applications. Examples of solid-state RF Energy applications can be found in consumer
microwave ovens, RF plasma lighting, automotive plasma ignition, medical cancer treatments, and
many others. Most noteworthy, are all kinds of industrial heating, drying, curing, sintering or similar
processes that are currently being developed with solid-state RF rather than the legacy magnetron as
the driving source.
This panel session will focus on not only the success and progress we’ve seen, but will also discuss
various technical challenges associated with the design of solid-state RF energy systems and the
work being done to address those concerns.
Dr. Klaus Werner is the owner of kw tec b.v., a company active in the fields of metrology, automation
and consultancy. Currently, he focuses on RF Energy market development as the RF Energy Alliance
executive director. Dr. Werner was previously with NXP Semiconductors as the solid state RF Energy
markets business development manager. He studied physics at the RWTH Aachen University, Germany,
and holds a Ph.D. in Semiconductor Device Technology from Delft University of Technology, Netherlands.
Dr. Werner started his professional career as a process engineer at Philips Semiconductors. Prior to his
assignment in the RF power device business, he worked in several engineering and operational
management functions.
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Signal Integrity
Room: Frequency Matters Theater
An Efficient Method for Glass Weave Skew Simulations
Ravi Chandra Bollimuntha, University of Colorado Boulder
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Glass weave skew is becoming a larger problem in high speed serial links operating over 10 Gbps.
This is a statistical problem which means it is very difficult to debug when the problem arises. One of
the solutions proposed to eliminate the problem in all designs is to engineer the glass weave
properties, differential pair design, and stack up to minimize the impact from glass weave skew.
Since it is a statistical problem, it is very expensive to build enough test vehicles to experimentally
explore design space. This is a perfect opportunity to explore with a simulation tool.
Many of the methods demonstrated using 3D EM field solvers, simulate differential pairs with
specific design features. This makes it difficult to extrapolate to other conditions. They also simulate
over a wide frequency which takes a considerable amount of computing resources. In this paper, we
introduce a new methodology for setting up parameterized geometries that enables efficiently
exploring design space. A single line is used as the test probe, and only one frequency value is
simulated. Using a wave port on both ends, the line impedance is automatically calculated and the
anomalous dispersion problem affecting the phase delay is eliminated.
Simulating at one frequency allows higher mesh densities which means a lower noise floor for
extracting the delay skew. Knowing the numerical noise floor is a very important metric especially in
low delay skew structures. We offer a simple method of measuring it for any simulation environment.
The test line is moved across a cross section of a board to simulate the variation in delay as the
orientation with the glass weave changes.
The noise floor of this method, based on the mesh density, is about 80 fsec/inch. Using this technique,
we explore the impact of normal glass and spread glass, and between the commonly used E glass and
the low dielectric constant L glass. From the simulated results, we can extract the worst-case line to
line skew between any two lines in a differential pair. This method can be applied to exploring
multiple plies, stripline and other glass/resin combinations.
Dharma Teja Paladugu received his MS in EE from the Univ of Colorado, Boulder in 2017. He is currently
a development engineer at Cadence Systems in Santa, Clara.
Ravi Bollimuntha is currently a PhD candidate in the ECEE department of the University of Colorado,
Boulder.
Melinda Piket-May is a professor in the ECEE department of the University of Colorado, Boulder.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 • 3:20 - 4:00
Room: Room 110
Integrated DPD for Small Cell and Massive MIMO
Jie Weng, Analog Devices, Inc.
The evolution of small cell and massive MIMO base stations has put ever-higher demands on radio
power, size, and cost. With a deep understanding of market opportunities and technology pain
points, ADI engineers anticipated power-scaling issues facing 4G small cell & pre-5G Massive MIMO
wireless communications and created a solution: The AD9375 – the world’s first wideband RF
transceiver with integrated digital pre-distortion (DPD).
Jie Weng is a Product Marketing Manager in the Communications Business Unit at Analog Devices. Prior
to her current role she has worked in product and applications engineering roles at Analog Devices for
over 10 years on integrated transceivers for communications and TV tuner. Jie holds a MS degree in
Electrical Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and an MBA degree from Northeastern
University.
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